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Pro windsurfer Levi Siver

grew up in a family of surfers

in Idaho. Getting big air in

the windy, swell-filled Bay

Area (right) makes up for a

landlocked childhood.

Think of this as three tents in one: Use the basic setup when

camping for two; double its size with an attachable alcove

(above); or go for an ultralight trip with the alcove alone.

MensJournal.com

Run Farther,
Faster
It’s marathon season: time

to go the distance. Here’s

how to hit your goals.

• Slow down.

Stick to the 80/20

principle. Eighty percent

of your workouts are

under race pace; 20

percent are intense.

• Run less.

Cycling gives your joints a

break, while split squats

boost speed.

• Lose weight.

The rule: Shed 1 percent of

your body weight; shed

1 percent of your time.
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“On a cycle the frame is gone. . . . You’re in the
scene . . . and the sense of presence is overwhelming.”
ROBERT M. PIRSIG, FROM ZEN AND THE ART

OF MOTORCYCLE MAINTENANCE
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For more information and #NDOA opportunities check MensJournal.com/NDOA

Victorinox Swiss Army andMen’s Journal
invite everyone to celebrate the thrill and freedom
of ditching the o�ce and tackling a new challenge.
This October 14th join the celebration — get
outdoors and be active. Make your National Day
of Adventure plans today.

Visit mensjournal.com/NDOA for more National Day of Adventure inspiration
and to enter for the chance to win the adventure trip of a lifetime!

What’s Your
Adventure?

ADVERT I S EMENT



Letters

“After reading about the
Deep South road trip, I wish
I’d known about places like

Robert Johnson’s crossroads or
Howlin’ Wolf’s digs before I went
and only visited New Orleans.”
—CHRIS MUNDEN, BROCKTON, MA

Letters

gristmill, the finished film

bore little to no resemblance

to the events that inspired it.

FRICKEN

VIA REDDIT

FIGHTING FOR ANIMALS

I’ve been a contributor to

the Humane Society of the

United States for many

years, so it was heartwarm-

ing to see an article

[“Fighting for the Animals,”

by Paul Solotarof] about

the work, steadfastness,

and perseverance of its

president, Wayne Pacelle,

in a national publication.

GAIL SANDERSON

SEATTLE

This interview gives the

impression that Pacelle and

his Humane Society would

condemn hunters and

fishermen. Really he should

be praising us, because we

support wildlife by paying

taxes on such things as

firearms, bows, ammunition,

and sport-fishing tackle. The

Pittman-Robertson Wildlife

and the Dingell-Johnson

Sport Fish Restoration Acts

raised a total of $1.1 billion

last year for critical state

conservation and recreation

projects. Pacelle conve-

niently ignores these facts.

GEORGE FOWLER

SOUTH HERO, VT

Pacelle is an exceptional

person, and I’m glad he took

over the Humane Society.

Thanks for giving credit

where it’s due.

TINA SANTOPOALO

WAUKEGAN, IL

AMERICAN HEROES

Norman Reedus was given

six pages, while Medal of

Honor recipient Clinton

Romesha was given two

[“The Next American Hero

Warrior,” by Eric Benson].

Based on my sense of who is

the more interesting and

worthy, it should have been

the other way around.

RAYMOND RO

OCEANSIDE, CA

MJ Online
Readers on social media
post about an animal-
rights activist and a
plane crash in Yosemite.

“After reading
that story, I set up
a monthly donation
to the Humane
Society.”
—@KINDLEE55

“This Yosemite
legend is likely the
greatest weed story
ever told.”
—@JAREDEWY

“After watching
the film Valley
Uprising, about
Yosemite, I knew this
was going to be
an amazing story.”
—@JEREMYKVC

“That Romesha
book was such a
great read.”
—MICHAEL BACCO

TWITTER @mensjournal

FACEBOOK facebook.com/
MensJournal

INSTAGRAM @mensjournal

EMAIL letters@mensjournal.com

SEND LETTERS to MEN’S JOURNAL
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Letters become the property of
Men’s Journal and may be edited
for publication.
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YOSEMITE FOLKLORE

I thought your article on

the infamous Yosemite plane

crash in 1977 [“The Legend

of Dope Lake,” by Greg

Nichols] was very good.

Sometimes the stories and

interviews about the incident

try to make out the people

who were able to get dope

from the downed plane as

Robin Hood and his Merry

Men, and the park rangers

as the Sherif of Nottingham,

but in this case the story

was fairly balanced.

BUTCH FARABEE

CO-AUTHOR, OFF THE WALL:

DEATH IN YOSEMITE

I first read about the crash

from the climbers’ perspec-

tive in John Long’s book

chronicling the heyday of

Yosemite climbing, Rock

Jocks, Wall Rats, and Hang

Dogs, when it came out in

1994. A screenplay based on

the event ultimately became

the film Cli�hanger, which

starred Sylvester Stallone.

But after clearly being run

through the Hollywood

M E N ’ S  J O U R N A L O C T O B E R  2 0 1 612



#DontCrackUnderPressure

AQUARACER CALIBRE 16 CHRONOGRAPH

Runners participating in the TCS New York City Marathon know they will have to go 
beyond their limits. And for that, mental strength is the key. Like TAG Heuer, they 
keep pushing their limits ever further and never crack under pressure.
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Gliding
Over
Nepal
“TH E U PPE R M USTANG is known for

its winds,” says American photogra-

pher Nick Greece. “It gets battered

by them every day.” Greece, 39, visited

this region of Nepal on the Tibetan

border in May and snapped this photo

of his friend Jaime Messenger while

3,000 feet above the ground. They

traveled with two others by motor-

cycle into the steppes of the Mustang

for seven days, stopping to open,

when the currents would allow, the

chutes they kept strapped to their

backs. “We needed to bring some-

thing that could handle the wind

here,” he says. That meant opting for

a scaled-down paraglider called a

mini-wing. Light enough to travel yet

strong enough to handle higher alti-

tude gusts, the mini was the perfect

grab-and-go device to deploy from

high points along the road. After de-

scending into dry riverbeds below, the

group would head back up to continue

by bike. Contact with civilization was

limited. “From the air you’re seeing

only the occasional sheepherder,” says

Greece, who has flown in more than

30 countries, including Malawi, Haiti,

and Iran, but says this lonely section

of Nepal is diferent. “In other places,

even if you don’t see people from the

air, they come streaming out of the

woodwork when you land — like ants

from a hill — but here, there was

barely anyone, ever,” he says. “It really

makes you feel that this place hasn’t

been touched.” —SHAWN MCCRE E SH

M E N ’ S  J O U R N A LO C T O B E R  2 0 1 6 15photograph by NICK GREECE
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by gearheads — a car that has the perfor-
mance of a Ferrari at a third of the price
($109,990). Kawabata’s GT-R was tweaked
by Nismo, Nissan’s performance division,
and GReddy, a Japanese aftermarket manu-
facturer. It was outf itted with rear-wheel
drive, a manual transmission, and a four-
liter engine tuned to give it a healthy 1,380
horsepower. (The standard GT-R at Nissan
dealers has a paltry 565.) Kawabata tested
the car extensively at Fuji Speedway in
Japan, then fine-tuned it at the UAE airport
for three days before setting the record.

Drif t ing became such an ar t form
in 1980s Japan that drivers eventually
designed competitions around it, culminat-
ing in the D1 Grand Prix, first held in 2001.
(The American equivalent, Formula Drift, is
now in its 13th season.) These aren’t simply
races: Drivers are judged more like f igure
skaters, with points awarded for their line,
angle, f luidity, and style. Style being that
tire cloud, of course.

that of prior record holder Jakub Przygoński,
a Polish driver who hit 135.4 miles per hour
while going sideways in 2013. “When I was
first offered the opportunity,” says Kawa-
bata, “it was for a commitment to break the
record. But eventually we decided just to see
what would happen in the uncharted territory
beyond 250 kilometers per hour [155 mph].”

Tanner Foust, rally racer and Top Gear

USA host, says he was planning his own
attempt at the record, but Kawabata’s
feat — 55 miles an hour faster than the pre-
vious record — will be hard to beat. “What
you have to understand is that to drift consis-
tently at 180 miles per hour,” Foust says, “your
wheel speed actually has to be something like
200 miles per hour.” The sideways movement
also creates extra lift, which could f lip the
car in an instant. “If that had happened,” says
Foust, “he could have entered a barrel roll that
he wouldn’t have come out of.”

The Nissan GT-R that Kawabata piloted
is a high-tech sports car known as Godzilla

D
RIFTING IS , IN ESSE NCE , controlled
chaos: The goal is to lose traction in
the rear wheels of your car, kicking

out the back end, while maintaining grip and
directional control in the front tires as you
career around a corner. Along with creating
clouds of burned rubber, drifting is kind of
like a screeching, roaring automotive ballet.
But it’s far from the fastest way around a turn.

Not that you can’t drift quickly. This
spring Japanese driver Masato Kawabata set
the drifting speed record — 189.5 miles per
hour — in a stunt at Fujairah International
Airport, in the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
That’s nearly the speed a NASCAR Sprint Cup
racer hits on a straightaway — with all four
wheels pointed in the same direction. Kawa-
bata, a 38-year-old from Osaka, set the record
in a specially prepped 2016 Nissan GT-R. In
three attempts down the 1.86-mile airstrip, he
managed to drift the car from 34 to 55 degrees
of yaw. (The higher the angle, the more
impressive the drift.) Kawabata’s speed bested

Kawabata’s
souped-up GT-R

hit 189.5 miles
per hour sliding

sideways.

Burn, Baby, Burn
A Japanese driver drifts his way into a high-speed record. by J E S S E WI LL

R E C O R D  B O O K

Hours it took
him to cross the
U.S. by bike.

Last August, Carl Reese, from Santa Clarita, California, rode his 2015 BMW K 1600 GT from the San Fernando
Valley to Manhattan in 39 hours. Reese trained for the record for two years, strengthening his core with spin
classes, and temporarily gave up ca�eine so it would have greater e�ect on the road. “Most guys who try
this lie down three-quarters of the way across and wake up hours later,” he says. Reese’s solution: meet his
girlfriend in Kansas and have her force him to wake up. Two months later, Reese set another transcontinental
record, for the fastest semiautonomous drive across the U.S. (57 hours, 48 minutes) in a Tesla Model S P85D.

38:49

Reese’s
average speed,
in mph.

74

Hours he slept
at a Kansas
Holiday Inn.

1.25

Cups of cofee
he drank to
stay awake.

.25

LOS ANGELES TO NEW YORK ON TWO WHEELS (AND AN HOUR NAP)
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F
OR THE 41 CYCLISTS who have just set
out on the Sverigetempot, a 1,325-mile
self-supported ride down the length of

Sweden, the harsh reminder that they’re 200
miles north of the Arctic Circle arrives — less
than two hours in. Icy rain begins to spear
them like cold, wet needles. The temperature
drops below 50 degrees. Riders can’t feel their
hands or feet, and the weather radar looks like
an overheated lava lamp, predicting a storm
that will last well into the night.

It’s an especially rough day for Erik Noh-
lin, a Swedish-born industrial designer

far less than his typical million bucks.
“But nothing would have stopped me
getting here.”

The event, started in 2008, is now one of
hundreds of similar rides around the globe.
Their popularity ref lects a massive resur-
gence in bike touring, or as today’s genera-
tion calls it, bikepacking. It has boomed on
the success of events like the Tour Divide,
a 2,745-mile mountain bike race from Can-
ada to Mexico that has seen steady growth

in participation in recent years.
Meanwhile, mixed-terrain road
riding on bikes with fatter tires
has also exploded, spurred by the
proliferation of “gravel races” in the
Midwest, such as the Dirty Kanza.
Minneapolis-based Salsa Cycles
has been a proponent for years, but
now big brands including Cannon-
dale, Diamondback, Rocky Moun-
tain, and Specialized have jumped
on the trend.

With seven days of near-nonstop
pedaling, the Sverigetempot, which
translates as “Swedish time trial,” is
one of the longest of these rides. It
also falls into a subset called brevet,

a historic French genre in which
cyclists pass through checkpoints
along a route and f inish within
a designated time. Riders in the
Sverigetempot collect stamps at 10
towns along the length of Sweden
and must reach the country’s south-
ernmost point, Smygehuk, within
six or seven days, depending on
their category.

For Nohlin, after the f irst day,
that seems impossible. In his black
skinny jeans and inked-up body —
a triptych on his chest reads, HEART,

PEAS, VINO — Nohlin has always
seen the Sverigetempot as the per-
fect place to launch the Sequoia.
But this ride is also personal. It’s
the world’s longest brevet, and it
traverses his home country. He’s
never ridden the race before, so
as a Swede he considers it some-
thing of a patriotic duty to complete

the Sverigetempot.
The race begins well north of the Arctic

Circle, in Lapland, and only one rider in Noh-
lin’s loose group, which includes an Ameri-
can from Specialized, Rita Jett Borelli, one
of Nohlin’s old friends from Sweden, and four
other riders, has ever attempted the event.
Johan Björkland entered the race in 2014, but
halfway through he developed a case of Lyme
disease that caused his knees to swell like
cantaloupes and forced him to drop out. He’s
also the only one in the group to have even
seen this rugged landscape, a stark expanse

who works for the bike company Specialized
in the Bay Area and has traveled back to his
homeland to test his latest creation, the new
steel Sequoia touring bike. Nohlin began
the ride with a fractured shoulder blade and
rib, as well as a face full of stitches, courtesy
of an unlucky spill while riding outside of
Los Angeles a week prior. He was hoping
for an easy start so he could convalesce.
As it turns out, today’s 214 miles couldn’t
be harder.

“After the crash last week, I felt like a mil-
lion Argentine pesos,” Nohlin says wryly,

 The crew in
Swedish farm

country. Below,
from left: Kristian

Hallberg, Erik
Nohlin, and Rita

Jett Borelli 

The Length of
Sweden by Bike

Midnight sunsets. Convenience stores with salad bars.
Viking rednecks. The best way to experience Scandinavia’s

largest country is also cycling’s fast-growing fad:
bikepacking. by A A RO N G U LLE Y
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Air travel
engineered
around you
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nience stores often have salad bars. Many
of Nohlin’s crew are vegan, a growing
trend in the country, though, paradoxically,
most of them also chew tobacco, another
national predilection.

When you travel by bike through a place,
you travel methodically, wide-eyed, and all
its weirdnesses and contradictions come to
the forefront. That’s the whole point of the
bikepacking movement: Saddle up, head out,
experience something new.

“I feel like I have a responsibility to dem-
onstrate to the community that cycling is
not all about racing,” Nohlin says. “I feel
that we, as an indus-
tr y, have done a dis-
service by not focusing
on the fun of cycling —
the social aspects, the
camaraderie.”

If there’s a dark place
on the route, it comes
in the pale 1 AM light of
night two, when Nohlin
is in such pain from the
battering his body took
during his 16 hours in the
saddle that he contem-
plates quitting. The next
morning his friends and
teammates (and a few
painkillers) shore him up
so he can continue. The
group arrives together
that night, well after 2
AM, but it’s like the fever
has broken and Nohlin’s
body has acclimated to
the task. There’s even
time for a postride chew:

TRAVEL & ADVENTURE

of old, dark, squat mountains carpeted with
dwarf birch and juniper trees.

“It’s an exotic place,” says Peter Tonér, the
founder and organizer of Sverigetempot, as
well as a two-time finisher. “Most people will
never see the north half of the country — not
even Swedes.”

During the first few nights, the sun never
really sets. Instead, days drift together in a
strange blend of silvery midnight light and
the gauzy fatigue haze of pedaling so late.
The constant sunlight means you never miss
a single detail, from the shields of granite in
the far north, dappled with black, white,
and green lichen, to the stands of spruce,
alder, and aspen that spring up around great
mirrored lakes below the Arctic. Except for
reindeer that occasionally scurry onto the
highway, it’s raw, empty country. One Ameri-
can on the ride described it as “the world’s
most impressive clear-cut.”

The first half of the course follows a route
called Inlandsvägen, which means “inland
road,” and the interior, in stark contrast to
Sweden’s progressive cities, is completely
provincial. This is Swedish hillbilly country,
complete with restored American muscle
cars — one of Sweden’s national fixations —
outsize people, and cold stares. In the
border town where the race begins, Nor-
wegians score cheap deals and discount-
ers hawk contraband that is exorbitant in
socialist Norway: alcohol, tobacco, porn,
and pork.

Other than pizzerias opened by immi-
grants, there are few food options in the
tiny hamlets the riders pass, so the ride
becomes a competition to see who can eat
the most pizza along the way. Even stranger,
as the ride moves farther south, the conve-

Grovsnus Lös , the Swedish Copenhagen.
Villages pop up more regularly in the

south, and the Swedes point out the build-
ings’ red hue, which comes from an iron-
oxide-infused dye (not a paint), a product
of copper mining. “It’s how you know you’re
in the real countryside,” says Nohlin’s friend
Daniel Levin. Magnificent wood churches of
weathered timber date from the Middle Ages.
And the tourist kitsch is just as spectacular:
In Dorotea, there’s a 40-foot-tall wooden
moose; the nearby town of Sveg claims “the
world’s second-largest wooden bear”; and
in Mora, a three-story red horse called the
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SWEDEN’S
SVERIGETEMPOT
Ten checkpoints
and 1,325 merciless,
magical miles
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Dalahäst has become the region’s symbol.
As the course continues south, the land

feels less backwater, more small-town
charming. At Tre Björnar (“Three Bears”)
lodge in Älvdalen, a mustard-hued Victo-
rian hostel, Tini Björs and Lennart Matts-
son serve a stupendous breakfast that
includes freshly made brown-bread rolls, a
jam of cloudberries picked in the surround-
ing marshes, and moose sausage. Local
bakeries brim with cinnamon rolls called
kanelbülle, a regional speciality, along with
marzipan tarts and chocolate balls.

In Klippan, Två Systrar (“Two Sis-
ters”) cafe sets out a proper Swedish
smorgasbord, with platters of classics
like pickled herring, smoked salmon, and
cheese-stuffed crepes, plus fresh water-
melon salad and grilled zucchini with
barley. Having overdosed on pizza, the
ravenous group vaporizes the buffet.

Spruces give way to fields of wheat and
alfalfa, and windmills crop up like giant
f lowers. Soon the briny whiff of the Bal-
tic Sea drifts in on the wind. And still the
group rolls south. The riders reach the
lighthouse f inish line after 156 hours,
blistered and bruised, and though you can
almost sense an urge to keep going, they
are, at least for now, out of road. n

From left: Frösö Church, near
Östersund; collecting checkpoint
stamps; Swedish tra�c issues

“MOST PEOPLE WILL
NEVER SEE THE
NORTH HALF OF THE
COUNTRY — NOT
EVEN SWEDES.”
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 Easy
 Being
 Green
Nature’s favorite shade

is also fall’s hottest color.

by JA SO N C H E N

T
H E R E ARE A LOT of ways to go
wrong wearing green — neon,
lime, St. Patrick’s Day. But the

truth is, the color is almost as versatile
as basic black. The one steadfast rule:
Stick with a version close to what you’d
find in nature, such as olive or hunter
(no Day-Glo, thank you). In fact, all
those guys in navy, black, and gray will
become, uh, filled with envy.

1 | JOHN VARVATOS
DOWN-FILL JACKET ($898)
The camo pattern on this water-resistant-
nylon coat blends in with the urban jungle.

2 | TOMMY HILFIGER
ROLL-NECK SWEATER ($250)
A textured weave adds depth and
dimension to an essential fall layer.

3 | RAG & BONE GILES
CREW SWEATER ($225)
Contrasting details at the collar and sleeves
separate this looser-weave, wool-blend
crewneck from ordinary sweaters.

4 | BILLY REID ENGLISH
AMERICAN JACKET ($995)
A green jacket may seem bold every-
where but Augusta, but when it’s done in
a neutral tone, it beats a blue blazer.

5 | CLUB MONACO
SLIM FIT BUTTON-DOWN ($180)
Great under a jacket, this 100 percent–
cotton flannel shirt is also trim enough
to be worn on its own.

7 | BONOBOS CAPSTONE ($228)
These slim, tailored Italian-wool dress
pants are a nice break from khaki.

9 | SHINOLA RUNWELL
SPORT CHRONO ($875)
The Detroit-made watch has a military-
style green dial that contrasts handsomely
with a leather strap, which will age nicely.

6 | RAG & BONE STANDARD
ISSUE HIGH-TOPS ($225)
Like all things ’90s, high-tops are back,
though in this subdued olive, they’re both
sporty and a bit more sophisticated.

8 | BILLY REID TIE ($125)
If you’re not ready to commit to
green, try an accessory like a classic tie
whose width slightly bucks the trend.

8

9
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WHAT’S

It s in compact
digital sh n a sensor this big in a camera so small
before the Hasselblad X1D came along. Ditching the bulky internal mirror
that DSLRs use to direct light helped Hasselblad cut the body’s weight
to just over 1.5 pounds. But the camera still packs a medium-format sensor,
a feature that produces the kind of data-rich images — once available
only on film — that can be blown up big enough to fill a gallery wall.
Equally impressive, the X1D delivers a full suite of add-ons: GPS so you
can geo-tag images, a USB type-C port for compatibility with new gadgets,
and a touchscreen display for easy navigation. $8,995; hasselblad.com

Transformer
Camp Chair
Thermarest Uno, which packs
down to the size of a Frisbee,
unfurls into two distinctly
diferent configurations:
a comfortable fireside chair
(pictured) or a low table
that’s great for prepping
camp-side food or holding
your beer when you decide
to toss a real Frisbee. $90;
cascadedesigns.com

A Knife for
the Gnarly
Arbor began designing
wooden snowboards 20
years ago, and to celebrate
the anniversary, it made
the Arbor X Buck Knife
from the same Hawaiian
koa stock as its first
boards. The compact
(3⅛-inch) blade stows away
in a custom leather sheath.
$99; arborcollective.com

A Shooter’s
Backpack
When Peak Design launched
the Everyday Backpack on
Kickstarter, it raised half a
million dollars in the first 24
hours. We credit an ingenious
modular hull for organizing
lenses, smart pockets, and
hidden straps that fix oddly
shaped gear to the back.
From $260; peakdesign.com

A Speaker That
Sets the Mood
This isn’t a speaker you hide
on a bookshelf — it’s one you
place in the middle of your
dining room table. The LED
filament in the wine-bottle-
size Sony Glass Sound
Speaker mimics the warm
glow of a candle. With a
four-hour battery life, it’ll
keep music playing through
dinner. $800; sony.com

Rubber Chuck
The latest Converse Chuck

Taylor All Star II Rubber
succeeds where the classic

Chuck fails: It’s warm and
waterproof, thanks to

a coating of transparent
rubber. And to maximize

comfort on cold, wet days,
it’s lined with a soft, padded

Nike Lunarlon insole.
$95; converse.com
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real watches for real people

Oris Divers Sixty-Five

Automatic mechanical movement

Unidirectional revolving bezel

Top ring with black aluminium inlay

Water resistant to 10 bar/100 m

www.oris.ch



T
H E N O R D I C CO N Q U E S T continues.
Despite its un-Thor-like posture as
one of the world’s smaller automak-

ers, Swedish brand Volvo is looking to make
a run at Germany’s three kings — Mercedes,
BMW, and Audi — with a revamped f leet
that pairs muscular Scandinavian design
with an aggressive suite of tech and safety.
The first vehicle of the relaunch — courtesy
of 11 billion dollars of Chinese investment —
came with the haughty XC90 three-row SUV.
But you can’t be a true luxury player without
a big, seductive sedan.

Enter the S90, Volvo’s bid to lure you away
from the E-Class, 5 Series, or A6 of your
dreams. If prior Volvo designs didn’t reel you
in, maybe this one will: From the concave
scalloped grill to the long, sloping hood and
low roofline, it has a sense of brawny but laid-
back poise. Finally it’s hard to imagine most
of its drivers wearing corduroy blazers with
elbow patches. (Even better-looking: the V90,
a wagon variant due next year.) The interior
shows a similar focus; the uncluttered cabin
centers around a nine-inch-tall portrait-ori-
ented touchscreen, held in place by a band of
aluminum and f lanked by wide expanses of
open-pore walnut. It’s as if the designers were

Speaking of safety, the suits in Sweden
know that leveraging the brand’s traditional
strength is vital for winning new luxury-
car buyers. So they’ve pressed forward with
Vision 2020 — a plan to prevent all deaths
and serious injuries in Volvo cars by the year
2020 through the use of new tech and semi-
piloted and automated safety systems. To
that end, the S90 is the first car on the road
to come standard with semiautonomous
driving features. On congested freeways
with clear lane lines, the S90’s piloted driv-
ing system delegates some of the driving to
the car. The result: Heavy traffic isn’t a tear-
your-hair-out experience. In fact, it gives you
more time to consider that playlist.

paging through the coffee-table tome Cabin
Porn while sketching it.

The all-wheel drive S90 handles with
none of the vague f loat of its Volvo sedan
forebears; when you toss it through country-
lane sweepers, it nearly nails the deftness and
clarity of its pricier German competition. (A
comparably equipped Audi A6 costs nearly
four grand more.) And the S90 does it while
relying on a smaller, harder-working engine:
Its four-cylinder, two-liter T6 powerplant
uses a supercharger to provide a low-end
boost before a turbocharger takes over at
higher RPMs. The result is the kind of torque
and horsepower you get from thirstier, natu-
rally aspirated engines with six cylinders or
more. That said, if you’re a sucker for gor-
geous engine noise, you might find the S90
T6’s whirring a bit synthetic. This is easily
offset by blasting the 19-speaker Bowers &
Wilkins sound system, using the seamless
integration of Spotify (an automaker first) to
stream tunes over the car’s 3G LTE connec-
tion while showing playlists on its mammoth
display. Also smart: Despite the bombard-
ment of slick tech, there’s still a physical vol-
ume dial — quicker, safer, and more accurate
than pawing the screen. (Cadillac, take note.)

Volvo Plants Its Flagship
With the S90, the Swedes take a big step toward luxury.

by J E S S E WI LL

NOTEBOOK STYLE & DESIGN

316 hp 0–60 in 5.7
secs

$56,250

The S90’s flawless leather and
wood-veneer interior lowers the pulse.

The V90 wagon
arrives next year.
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H E A D TO A N Y D E C E NT  market’s mushroom section and it’s hard not to be
intimidated. There are so many varieties available — and each is freakier-
looking than the last. What, exactly, are you supposed to do with a fungus
that seems straight out of a Dr. Seuss book?

The answer: Don’t overthink it. Wild mushrooms may look bizarre,
but working with them is simple. Select f irm ones that have no bruising,
wilting, or drying around the edges. Clean off any visible dirt with a dry paper
towel (do not rinse them under the tap), pull off any hard or dry stems, and
try one of three techniques in the box on the following page. All of them will
work with pretty much any mushroom, bringing out a rich umami flavor that
will blow your mind — no chemicals necessary.

The Magic of
 Mushrooms
If all you do is toss them in a salad, you are
seriously missing out. Here’s how to take your
fungus game to the next level. by F R A N C I S L A M

1 | Enoki
With their slender stems
and tiny caps, enokis
resemble noodles. So why
not eat them like noodles?
They’re sold in clusters;
slice of the solid bottom
and pull into individual
strands. Steam or boil
them in salted water a
minute or so, until tender,
and toss with cooked
pasta as you’re about to
sauce it. Even better: Heat
a few inches of vegetable
oil in a deep pot until
shimmering and fry them,
a handful at a time, until
brown, about 3 minutes.
Drain on paper towels;
sprinkle with salt. The
result: irresistible crisp-
chewy umami bombs.

2| Lion’s Mane
The “fur” on these
mushrooms is what
makes them stand out —
both visually and in the
way they taste. That’s
because the shaggy
strands provide literally
thousands more edges to
brown, giving the lion’s
mane an especially
deep, caramelized flavor
when hard seared or
roasted. Use a little more
oil than you normally
would — it will help
frizzle and crisp up the
mushroom’s numerous
edges. I like these
with softly scrambled
eggs, whose creaminess
showcases the
mushroom’s rich flavor.
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8| Chanterelle
Ask any French chef what
his favorite mushroom
is, and chances are he
will rhapsodize about the
chanterelle, especially
when it’s married with the
other great French love,
butter. Sauté them over
medium heat, allowing the
mushrooms to sweat a bit
to bring out sweet, almost
floral flavors. A less
typical treatment: Get a
pan (preferably cast iron)
ripping hot, and throw in a
scattering of chanterelles
with no oil. Hard sear,
letting them char in spots,
then season with salt.
They’ll emerge with a
deep, cinnamon-like funk.

3| King Oyster
Remember when we tried
to convince ourselves
that portobellos were
a legit substitute for
burgers? We’ve mostly
shed that delusion, but
it’s not a stretch to say
that king oysters are
meaty. When hard seared
or roasted, they develop
a delicious brown crust,
sweet and full of umami,
with a juicy, chewy
center. I like to slice
these crosswise, thickly,
so that they resemble
sea scallops, sear them,
and serve them as
a main course. They’re
great accompanied
by anything you’d serve
with actual scallops.

4| Maitake
Sometimes called hen
of the woods because
their frilly ends look
like feathers, maitake
mushrooms are at their
best when roasted. Pull
apart the individual
leaves; shred into ½-inch
strips; toss with olive oil,
salt, and pepper; and
roast until brown all over.
(Start checking on them
after 10 minutes.) When
they cool, they’ll be crisp
at the edges; if you close
your eyes, they’ll taste a
little like roasted chicken
skin. That makes them
delicious with poultry. A
crispy tangle of maitakes
is also terrific with a
bowl of pasta or grains.

6| Shiitake
If all you do is toss these
into stir-fries, then you
have no idea how good
shiitakes can taste. In Asia,
they are nearly always
sold dried, because drying
them intensifies their deep
umami flavor. With that
in mind, sauté fresh
shiitakes, but cook them
longer over medium
heat, until their moisture
evaporates and the flavor
concentrates. Or try
this: Stem and slice fresh
shiitakes into ¼-inch
pieces, season with salt,
and coat with oil. Lay them
on a sheet pan and roast
at 350° for 15–30 minutes,
stirring occasionally, until
brown, dry, and crisp.

7| Morel
Among serious mushroom
foragers, there are few
prizes like the morel. Part
of that may be the thrill
of the hunt — their ruled,
pinecone-like shape and
color serve as camouflage
— but really it’s due to
their flavor: nutty, earthy,
sweetly musky. Morels
retain their chewy bite,
whether added to stews
or sautéed (try adding
a generous splash of
bourbon or cream at the
end), and they pair well
with sweet peas, spring
onions, and other sweet,
tender vegetables.
They’re also outstanding
alongside a steak.

5| Oyster
They look psychedelic,
but oyster mushrooms
taste mild, not unlike
cremini, or white,
mushrooms. But try this
trick and they’ll be like no
mushroom you’ve ever
had: Break into individual
leaves, oil and salt, and
roast at 375° until they
surrender their moisture,
20–30 minutes. (Be
careful not to burn them,
and rotate the pan every
few minutes in the oven to
cook evenly.) You’ll wind
up with crisp, dark-brown
chips with amazingly
concentrated flavor. Toss
with a salad or grains, use
to garnish a sandwich, or
snack on them straight.

HOW TO COOK MUSHROOMS

ROAST Crank the oven to 400°, cut the mushrooms into bite-size pieces;
toss with olive oil, salt, and pepper; and spread in one layer on a sheet pan.
Roast until well browned, 12-30 minutes, depending on the mushroom.

HARD SEAR Generously coat a sauté pan with olive oil and set over
medium-high heat. When the oil shimmers, add mushrooms in a single
layer, leaving a little room between them. Don’t touch for a couple minutes,
until the undersides are nicely browned. Toss and cook other sides for
another couple of minutes, until brown, then season with salt and pepper.

SAUTÉ This is a gentler sear that yields juicier results. Follow the steps
for hard searing, but after the first toss, add salt, pepper, and aromatics —
say, minced garlic and/or fresh herbs — and keep tossing. The mushrooms
will release their juices and begin to steam. Stir for about 4 minutes,
until tender, and finish by folding in a small knob of butter.
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I
N S I D E A TA LL , B L A N D off ice tower in
downtown Sapporo is the greatest drink-
ing experience you’ve never heard about.

The bar is quiet, the drinks are perfect, and
the bartender is irreproachable. To get there,
you need to take an elevator to the second
f loor and walk through a quiet, brightly lit
hallway. Except for a sign on the door, you
would hardly know it’s there. But stepping
into the tiny, dark Bar Ikkei is like crossing
the threshold of a shrine: You’ve entered a
space where ritual is king, and now you’re
part of the ceremony.

In the U.S. we go to bars to meet people,

to bullshit, to play darts, and, if we’re lucky,
well, to get lucky. Bartenders are there to
make drinks — and to make it snappy. But in
Japan, the cultural center of food as perfor-
mance (sushi bars, hibachi grills, elaborate
tea ceremonies), bartending at places like Bar
Ikkei is a high art. Ginza-style bars, as they’re
sometimes called — after the tony neighbor-
hood in Tokyo where they proliferate — are
the spaces behind the waterfall: quiet, inti-
mate refuges from the public where the only
person with whom you’re expected to com-
mune is your host, the bartender. Here you
are not loud, and you are not in a hurry.

Japan and the Art
of Drinking

Watching a sushi chef prepare a roll is half the experience.
It’s the same at a legion of tiny Japanese cocktail bars —

if only you can find them. by ST. J O H N F R I Z E LL

NOTEBOOK FOOD & DRINK

“You don’t go to Thomas Keller’s French
Laundry because you’re starving, and
you don’t go to these bars because you’re
thirsty,” says a whiskey specialist for White
& Mackay, Neyah White, who’s traveled
to Japan more than a dozen times. “You go
because you’re a patron of the arts.”

Ginza-style bars specialize in Japanese
whiskey and all the cocktails you can make
with it, but you can also get exceptional
drinks mixed with other spirits. Located
on the upper f loors of office towers in rooms
with no windows, such bars often have no
presence on the street (some don’t even

THE PERFECT HIGHBALL
Japanese bartenders can turn the preparation

of any cocktail, even a simple whiskey highball,

into a meaningful ritual. Here’s the very precise

way New York bartender Frank Cisneros made

whiskey highballs during the year he worked at

the Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Tokyo.

Bar Ikkei, the
cocktail shrine

Bar Yamazaki,
Sapporo: where
mixology becomes
a performance.

1. Use Nikka Cofey

Grain or Hakushu

12-year-old whiskey.

Place the bottle to the

left of your working

area, label facing out —

a sign of respect for

the drinker.

2. Using tongs, place

four cubes of clear ice

into a highball glass.

3. Gently and silently

stir ice to chill the

glass.

4. Hold back cubes

with bar spoon and

pour out water from

melted ice.

5. Measure 2 oz

whiskey into a jigger;

pour from behind the

glass over the ice.

6. Fill the remainder

of the glass with the

highest quality soda

water. (Look for low

mineral content and

no added sodium.)

7. Stir 5 to 7 times, as

quietly as possible.

Serve without a

garnish or straw.
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have an off icial address); you could walk
the same block hundreds of times without
realizing they’re there. They accommodate
fewer than 15 people.

In superf icial ways a Ginza-style bar
resembles an American bar — bar stools,
small tables, some cool jazz on the stereo —
but everything is still, immaculate, per-
fectly ordered, and just so. Before a wall of
glittering bottles, your bartender wears an
elaborately detailed costume with arm gar-
ters, cuff links, and a brocade waistcoat. He
smiles softly and hands you a warm towel. As
you clean your hands and face, you recall the
water basins outside Shinto shrines, where
a visitor is expected to perform temizu, a
hand-washing ritual, before entering. Thus
purified, you’re ready to begin. But before
you continue, you must know a few things.

THE GUY MAKING
YOUR DRINK IS THE
JOINT’S OWNER
The bartender is expected to stand behind
the pine every night, and in many cases a
bar won’t open if the owner is unavailable.
As with other Japanese traditions, a bar
owner will sometimes take apprentices,
dedicated adherents who share the bar-
tender’s devotion to the guest’s experience.
It takes years to learn the craft, because
every detail of the bartender’s job — every
pour, shake, and stir — has been carefully
considered and is done with purpose, so
that once you step inside, you know you’re
in the hands of a master.

THE BARTENDER IS
YOUR GUIDE
You can order the drink you want, but you
should defer to the bartender, who takes
pride in his empathic ability to determine
what drink you need. This is omakase-style
drinking, or “trust the bartender.” Inspired
by the time of day, the season, or some subtle
quality about you that he finds inspirational,
the bartender may mix a variation on a forgot-
ten classic like a White Lady, a Negroni made
with a 30-year-old bottle of Campari, or an
off-the-cuff concoction featuring homemade
absinthe, local bitter herbs, and yuzu.

THE ICE IS CRUCIAL
About 10 years ago, YouTube videos surfaced
showing Japanese bartenders hacking away
at giant blocks of ice, carving cubes into
spheres or faceted diamonds with cleavers
and knives. American bartenders were fasci-
nated by the practice. Call it ice FOMO, but
this is the reason your local cocktail bar now
has its own “ice program.” What the Ameri-
cans didn’t know was that Japanese ice is a
result of necessity and convenience: The bars
don’t have ice machines, due to a combina-
tion of space constraints and a surplus of ice

suppliers. “Bartenders have access to any
ice they need at any time,” says White. They
choose different sizes and shapes for differ-
ent purposes. A Japanese bartender might
use oblong ice fingers to pack a mixing glass
so “the liquid rotates and the ice remains
still” when he stirs a cocktail, or he might add
extra-cold ice blocks combined with smaller
cubes to provide the proper amount of dilu-
tion and aeration when shaking.

Ginza Style in America
Can’t make it to Japan? You can get a taste of the
Japanese bar experience a little closer to home.

Perhaps the original Ginza-style bar in the U.S., Angel’s
Share is tucked behind a blank door on the second floor
of a Japanese restaurant in the East Village. No standing
is allowed, no groups larger than four, and no shouting.
But its original cocktails are sublime.

Located in the back room of the Seven Grand, in
downtown L.A., Bar Jackalope is inspired by Japanese
whiskey culture and serves only three cocktails: an
old-fashioned, a Manhattan, and a Japanese whiskey
highball — all on tap.

This tiny bar is stashed in a discreet corner of the
Chicago Athletic Association Hotel and is presided over
by local cocktail maven Paul McGee. Buying a ticket
(yes, the bar seats are ticketed) entitles you to two hours
of personal omakase-style cocktail bliss.

Hidden behind the Fort Greene restaurant Walter’s,
Karasu features an exceptionally knowledgeable
staf who serve cocktails and excellent Japanese
small plates like handmade pasta with cod roe and
spicy duck wings.

ANGEL’S
SHARE
New York City

BAR
JACKALOPE
Los Angeles

MILK
ROOM
Chicago

KARASU
Brooklyn

1

2
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Tokyo’s Campbelltoun Loch Bar:
Ginza-style bars are tiny, with each hardly
fitting more than 10 people. But that
makes the service exceptional.

THIS IS A PERFORMANCE
Once they got over the ice, American
bartenders obsessed over how their Japanese
counterparts moved: the precision, economy,
and fluidity of motion. It’s like pulling up a bar
stool to watch a martial artist work through
his routine deliberately — and each school is
different, the product of that master’s educa-
tion and his personal style. Every maneuver is
carefully considered. “The angle at which the
bartender stirs your drink might have some-
thing to do with the way the light in the room
reflects off the metal of the bar spoon,” says
White. “You can be sure that he has thought it
through, every little aesthetic like this.”
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YOU’RE EXPECTED
TO PARTICIPATE
This is perhaps the most important part
of drinking in a Ginza bar, and the part
we Westerners are least likely to get right.
According to Angus Winchester, an inter-
national bar consultant and former “global
ambassador” for Tanqueray, bartending in a
Ginza bar is like dancing an Argentine tango
or classical ballet. “It may look easy,” he says,
“but it’s unbelievably difficult.” And like a
tango, it takes two. The guest is expected to
respond to the bartender’s performance by
using a glossary of visual and verbal expres-
sions — slight bows, hushed murmurs
of pleasure — that are deeply ingrained
Japanese customs. “This is the culture that
brought us Kabuki theater, where every
subtle movement has meaning,” says Win-
chester. These bartenders are known to riff,
so even if you don’t know what every gesture
is for, just nod appreciatively.

THEY DON’T LEARN THIS
IN BOOKS
There’s no manual for how any of this should
be done. In fact, the only writer White has
heard the bartenders discuss is Sen no Rikyu,
a 16th-century philosopher who wrote poems
about the Japanese tea ceremony, of its abil-
ity to create a sense of tranquillity and peace
in the souls of the participants. According
to Rikyu, the spirit of traditional Japanese
hospitality is informed by the phrase ichigo
ichie, meaning “one time, one meeting” or
“once in a lifetime.” Because this particular
moment between you and your host will
never be repeated, he is spiritually obligated
to honor it, to honor you, and to make your
experience perfectly memorable.

With many Ginza-style bars, like Bar Ikkei
in Sapporo, you hardly know they’re there.
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The
Story of
My Leg
How military technology
saved a veteran of a di�erent
kind of war. by C H A S MCCA RT Y

The carbon-fiber
brace converts
pressure into
energy, helping
users run and jump.

F
OR YE AR S I DR E AM E D of cutting off
my foot. The left one was mangled
and palsied from birth, a source of

searing pain for as long as I could remember.
I imagined the chef ’s cleaver I would use. I
pictured that spot between the ankle and the
shin where I’d separate the bones and break
through the f lesh. I could almost taste the
relief I’d feel before bleeding out.

I was born with a form of severe spinal
damage called spina bifida. Found in one in
a thousand births, the condition prevents the
sacral region of the spine from fusing with the
body, leaving vertebrae, muscles, and nerves
exposed, sticking out from the f lesh like red
coral. Most of those with the condition suffer
severe physical and even mental disabilities.
But I was lucky: I was part of a small minority
known as walky-talkies — I had no cogni-
tive issues and could move without a wheel-
chair. Still, my joints were fused and stiff, my
muscles severely atrophied from disuse. My
left leg was shorter than my right and had
practically no calf, quad, or glute muscles at
all. The muscles in my right leg, meanwhile,
were functional but underdeveloped.

By the time I was 21, I had undergone 16
surgeries — parts of my left ankle had been
sawed out in a failed attempt to increase
mobility; steel rods were installed to
straighten the scoliosis in my spine. None
did more than temporarily take the edge off.

I was 16 when a doctor first broached the
subject of amputation. This would obviously
put an end to the pain, but I panicked. I was
an insecure teen, and the idea of unstrapping
my prosthesis when I brought a girl home
(assuming I could ever bring a girl home)
sounded like a sick joke. Sure, I walked with
a limp, slowly and painfully dragging that
left leg behind me, but to the outside world
I passed as “normal.” A boy with a bad leg.
This was far preferable to being “disabled.”

I had friends — even girlfriends. I never
missed a year of school, and after graduat-
ing college, I played guitar in a Los Angeles
rock band. I lived for a time in Paris and New
Orleans and traveled solo across Europe and
the Middle East. But I spent my life looking
for the shortest, quickest routes possible and
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limb; I was dealing with a body ravaged from
birth. These vets had spent a lifetime walk-
ing, running, jumping. They were starting
over. I would be starting.

What’s more, the braces were expensive,
between $9,000 and $12,000 each, and not
covered by insurance. But my parents were
willing to help cover the cost, and Ryan
offered to work out a payment plan, so we
decided to take the risk. He took molds of
my legs and told us to come back in two days.

When we returned, he handed me a pair of
plastic templates, dumbed-down versions of
the real braces. I slid them on, stood up, and
felt something I’d scarcely experienced: relief
and an unusual kind of lightness. For once
my joints did not feel like they were exploding
under the weight of my body. I walked slowly
around the office. Usually when I walked, I
would lift one leg and collapse into the knee,
then do the same with the other, over and
over. Thanks to the support of the braces, I
got a sense of what it was like to move with an
actual heel-to-toe rollover motion. I looked
up at Ryan. “Fuck, man,” I said. “Let’s do it!”
I headed back to Los Angeles, where my day-
dreams, for once, had a happy ending.

a military rehab facility in San Antonio. Ryan
developed similar technology to create a high-
tech leg brace that offered the same benefits
as the Cheetah blades — without requiring
amputation. I watched soldiers struggle to
walk on mangled limbs before they strapped
on the carbon-fiber braces and took off at full
speed, as if they’d never been hurt.

The carbon-fiber ExoSym braces consist
of a plate customized to the shape of the
foot and two struts leading up the back of
the calf, connecting to a support holster
below the knee. As you step down, the brace
redirects weight and energy away from the
joints and stores it in the carbon fiber, kind
of like a spring. When you push off, the
energy shoots back up the struts, helping
you to walk, run, or jump. Since 2009, the
device has allowed hundreds of people to
regain the use of their legs while avoiding
amputation and chronic pain.

My parents and I tracked down Ryan and
got him on the phone. I described my situ-
ation. He told me that he was moving to a
new clinic in Washington state specifically to
work with civilians. He’d never worked with
a “from birth” patient — that is, someone like

me, with a congenital
condition rather than
an injury. Nonetheless,
he suggested we meet.

On a cold January
morning, we walked
into the Hanger Clinic,
in Gig Harbor, near
Tacoma. Ryan led us
into a slightly shabby
g ym. He pointed to
some missing ceiling
tiles and apologized —
some patients, former
soldiers who train at
the clinic, had knocked
them out while doing
box jumps. I noticed
two legless men — Navy
SEALs, I later learned
— stretching their hips
on f loor mats.

Ryan led us into his
off ice and cued up a
video on his computer.
It was pretty much the
same stuff I saw on 60

Minutes — once-injured
soldiers putting on the
ExoSym and miracu-
lously sprinting around
tracks and leaping atop
boxes. It was too amaz-
ing not to smile, so I
did. Still, it was hard
to feel hopeful. I wasn’t
dealing with an injured

developed an unhealthy tolerance for pain.
I spent a lot of time gritting my teeth and
became very good at hiding the endless doc-
tors’ appointments, the scars on my feet, and
the truth of who I really was.

By the age of 24, it was becoming clear
that I could no longer hide. My body was
breaking down. For years I had relied on
my stronger right side to compensate for my
left. As a result, my right knee and hip had
developed early-onset arthritis, and now I
could barely walk a block. Again a doctor
suggested amputation. “You can run with
a blade,” he said, referring to the Cheetah
blades made famous by Oscar Pistorius in the
2012 Olympics. The technology, he pointed
out, was commonplace in the military, offer-
ing thousands of amputee soldiers rapid
movement and agility without any pain.
Some were even returning to the battlefield.

No longer a macabre daydream, amputa-
tion began to seem like a real option, maybe
the only one.

T H E N A FA M I LY F R I E N D sent me a link to
a 60 Minutes profile of Ryan Blanck, a pros-
thetics designer at the Center for the Intrepid,

BY THE AGE OF
24, IT WAS
BECOMING CLEAR
MY BODY WAS
BREAKING DOWN.

The author in
a wheelchair

after one of his
surgeries

Three weeks later I was back in Ryan’s
office, where he presented me with a pair
of shimmering black braces. I strapped one
over each leg and stood up. They squeaked
under my weight. As I found my balance, I
realized that I was standing straight: With
the braces absorbing my body’s weight,
my hips moved forward, my shoulders
retracted, and my spine, despite its curve,
was able to fall into a more natural position.
I felt an unfamiliar tingling at the base of my
spine — the sensation of my muscles relaxing
and blood f lowing. I silently began to glide
back and forth across the clinic’s f loor. Could
walking really be this easy?

After about 20 minutes, I suddenly burst
out laughing. “Holy fuck!” I exclaimed. I
asked Ryan if I could try the treadmill for
the first run of my life. My legs f lailed slop-
pily behind me, and my torso was weak at the
sides, swaying in all directions — but I was
running, grinning stupidly, before I fell over
winded, breathing harder than I ever had.

I stayed at the clinic for five days to train
with Ryan and a physical therapist. On day
one I was sprinting, jumping over sandboxes,
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industry desk job and started helping my
father run his Santa Monica restaurant. After
spending hours on my feet, interacting with
guests, a new kind of confidence emerged:
I felt like a real person, not someone who
needed to be coddled or taken care of.

The pain did not dissipate entirely. My left
leg remained stiff and weak, much weaker
than my right, and I still had a steel rod in
my back — but walking no longer destroyed
my joints. In fact, not long after getting the
braces, I traveled to New York, a city I’d
always hated. This time, however, I walked
Manhattan end to end, gliding briskly down
the busy streets, gawking at the throngs of
people and the massive buildings. It was
hard to believe that just months earlier I’d
been sitting in a doctor’s office contemplat-
ing amputation.

On my trip home, I took a detour to meet
a group of old friends for a hike in Yosemite.
Studying the trail maps on the plane, I knew

I was in for an ass-kicking. I couldn’t wait.
On our first morning, I strapped on my

braces and did some exercises on the cabin
floor. We set out for the Sentinel Dome trail-
head. It was November, and frost clung to
the trees in the predawn light. Following the
steam from my breath, I led the five of us. We
hiked all day, 10 or 12 miles, but I felt nearly
no discomfort. Instead I felt calm, tranquil. I
swung myself forward, feeling the f lex in the
braces as they projected me up the hill.

As we approached the cold, gray face of
Sentinel Dome, we started scrambling up
a steep sheet of rock. My thighs began to
burn, and I fell to the back of the pack. The
granite there is slippery, so you have to be
very specif ic about where you put your
weight and must rely on your feet to grip the
stone. But I didn’t have to overthink things:
I trusted the braces completely.

Finally I was at the summit, high above
the f loor of Yosemite Valley. I laughed and
coughed for air. Adam, a lifelong friend,
slapped me on the back. I had survived, not
just the hike but something else. There I
was, 8,000 feet above the fear I’d lived with
forever, far away from the couch and the hos-
pital bed, in another world from the person I
thought I was destined to become. I relaxed
and enjoyed the view.

and jabbing my knees into the air. Pumped
with adrenaline, I could move at only one
speed — as fast as possible. Ryan said this
happened to almost all early ExoSym wear-
ers, but he warned me to be careful not
to wear myself out. “I know you’re really
excited,” he said quietly. “But we have a whole
week of training ahead of us, and I don’t want
you to burn out on your first day.”

Ryan introduced me to Eric, a muscular
26-year-old Army captain who wore braces
on both legs. Eric’s convoy had driven over
600 pounds of explosives in Afghanistan, and
the blast broke most of the bones in his body.
He’d had his braces for two years. He told me
that one of the most difficult challenges was
mental: training the brain to trust the carbon
fiber. “You have to establish a relationship
with the brace,” he said, “before your body
can truly learn to utilize it.” He offered to
train alongside me a few days to help me out.

The next morning he took me to a nearby
park, where we jogged through a pine forest.
I couldn’t go more than 30 seconds without
a sharp pain jutting through my chest, but
I was utterly exhilarated. It wasn’t just a
physical revelation for me — I had always
loathed the term disabled. To me it meant
that I wasn’t good enough, that my genes, my
body, my entire being was tainted. Working
out with Eric and meeting the other mili-
tary vets at the clinic taught me something:
These soldiers didn’t treat me as a cripple;
they treated me as a fellow traveler, a veteran
of a different kind of war.

O N M Y F I R S T W E E K E N D B AC K ,  I went for
my first hike, a solo wander through Elysian
Park, which overlooks downtown L.A. It
was odd just to walk — to walk without con-
stantly scanning the path ahead for obstacles
and calibrating the effort it would require to
negotiate them. Instead, my gaze was high,
taking in the way the eucalyptus trees rode
up and down the rolling hills. I had always
heard about the great outdoors. Now I was
actually experiencing it.

I had a lot of catching up to do. I’d always
exercised, swimming every day in college
and working on my upper body in the weight
room, but this was different. Now, alone or
with a trainer, I hit the gym for two hours a
day, doing asymmetrical kettlebell swings,
single-leg raises, bridges, squats, and side
planks to rebuild my body almost from
scratch. Muscles I never knew existed began
to ache; I rolled them out with a lacrosse ball
while listening to them crunch and release.
I changed my diet, substituting fish, hearty
greens, and vegetables for inflammatory fare
like meat, dairy, and gluten. I added supple-
ments — spirulina for energy and protein;
magnesium for muscle cramps. I lost weight
and my sleep improved. I quit my music-

PUMPED WITH
ADRENALINE,
I COULD MOVE
AT ONLY ONE
SPEED — AS FAST
AS POSSIBLE.

NOTEBOOK ESSAY
Training with
Ryan Blanck,

inventor of
the ExoSym

Chas MCCarty is a writer and filmmaker
in Los Angeles.
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Jerry Springer
will cover the

U.S. election for
British television.

Master of Reality
A trash-TV pioneer takes on a new role: political
correspondent. by L A R RY K A NTE R

NOTEBOOK

Q&A

W
HEN BRITISH TELEVISION view-
ers tune in to the final weeks of
the U.S. presidential race, they’ll

be getting their news from an unlikely
source: Jerry Springer, who has been tapped
as a correspondent by the popular BBC
morning show Good Morning Britain. Or
maybe it’s not so unlikely. This year’s politi-
cal contest has at times resembled nothing
less than an extended episode of The Jerry
Springer Show, which is now, astonishingly,
about to enter its 26th season.

Springer, 72, has a long history in both
politics and news. A former mayor of Cin-
cinnati who went on to run the news divi-
sion of the city’s NBC aff iliate, Springer
is a longtime Democratic Party activist
and host of a weekly political podcast.
Along the way he’s had one of the weirdest
careers in showbiz, showing up in dozens
of TV shows and movies, performing in
musicals in New York and London, even
hosting the Miss Universe pageant. His boss?
Donald Trump.

What do you make of this presidential
race? At times it’s played out like an
episode of your show.
I tweeted that to the Republican Party: “If
you’re going to do my show, you have to pay
me.” But my honest reaction was, “Oh, my
God, this is the schoolyard when I was in
junior high.” We’re talking about the leader
of the free world, and they’re talking about
the size of Donald Trump’s, you know.. .his
body part? Everyone was embarrassed. It
was like, “What if the world is watching this?
What if our kids are watching?”

You know things have gotten weird
when Jerry Springer is embarrassed.
[Laughs] You’re right. But this is our coun-
try. No one can seriously believe that Donald
Trump is equipped to be president.

You occasionally cover politics for
British TV. What do the Brits think?
They are astounded. And obviously Brexit
makes them even more worried. They’re

wondering, “Can America do what the Brits
did?” And then Trump says, “We’re going to
break our treaties. We’re not going to guar-
antee protecting NATO.” Good lord. It is so
wrong, so irresponsible.

You’ve met Trump. What was he like?
I was the host of the Miss Universe pageant
in 2008 in Vietnam, so I worked with him.
He’s only ever been nice to me. I’ve got no
personal gripe against him.

The debates should be interesting.
Maybe you should host one, do it like an
episode of your show.
Trump would never go on my show, because
he wouldn’t want anyone pulling his hair.
And Hillary wouldn’t go on my show,
because she just wouldn’t go on my show.
She’s too proper. God bless her.

It’s amazing to think that The Jerry
Springer Show is 26 years old.
I’m sorry. I apologize for that.

It sort of prefigured our current culture
of oversharing and social media.
Yeah, I guess. No one complains about the
show anymore, because there’s nothing on
our show that the kids aren’t putting on their
iPhones every single day.

What do you think accounts for the
show’s longevity?
It came along at a time when people were
starting to be more open about sharing their
personal relationships. In the beginning,
people had never seen behavior like this on
television. American television had been all
upper-middle-class white. When we came
along, the great shock was that you could see
another part of America.

Where do you find your guests?
We don’t f ind them. They f ind us. We get
thousands of calls. You can’t talk someone
into being on a show like this.

You don’t think you’re exploiting people?
This show is totally voluntary. We never
do anything without permission. In fact, if
there’s going to be a surprise, you’re given
a list of 21 possibilities of what the surprise
could be. If you say, “I’m looking at this list,
and if I’m gonna find out my girlfriend’s a
guy, I don’t want to be told that.” Well, fine.
You’re not on the show, or we won’t do that.

You’ve done so many unusual things in
your life. What’s the secret?
You can’t map out your life. Work really hard
at whatever you’re doing and someone will
notice. Opportunities come about because
people are impressed with what you’re doing
at the present moment. Now I’m 72, so the
only things I do are things that are fun or
important. I do the political stuff because it’s
important. The rest I do because it’s fun.
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:
Clockwise from top left: Downtown
Medellín; on set with extras; (from left)
Pedro Pascal, Wagner Moura, and
Boyd Holbrook; prepping for a scene;
Holbrook with Escobar’s onscreen wife
and daughter

NOTEBOOK

TV

ON A TERRA-COTTA rooftop in Medellín,
Colombia, Pablo Escobar lies crumpled in
a pool of blood. Behind the fallen kingpin,
a DEA agent and soldiers from the Search
Bloc, the Colombian task force commis-
sioned to hunt him down, pose for photos.
When they’re finished with the trophy shots,
Escobar — or rather, the actor playing him,
Wagner Moura — gets up from his slouch,
smiles, and shakes a few hands.

From a nearby rooftop, paparazzi are,
somewhat absurdly, snapping photos of the
re-creation, hoping to get a scoop on the piv-
otal closing sequence for the second season of
Netflix’s Narcos. The fascination with Escobar
has not waned since his death, in 1993. And
you’d be hard-pressed to notice a difference
between this scene and the Escobar kill pho-
tos that were so widely disseminated after the
firefight. The guns are the same caliber. The
shirts are the same style. Even the blood splat-

From the beginning, the show’s creators
knew they wanted to film in Colombia. That
meant finding a crew willing to decamp to
the country for eight months at a stretch.
Instead of relying on big-name actors, they
turned to a crew of dedicated up-and-comers
willing to upend their lives.

Moura moved to Medellín before he was
even formally offered the Escobar role, leaving
his wife and three sons at home in his native
Brazil. When he landed, he started roaming
the streets, visiting all landmarks associated
with Escobar. “I think being here by myself
helped me attach with Pablo’s story,” says the
actor, sitting in the cafe of Hotel Porton, near
the Narcos set in Bogotá. “Toward the end of
his run, he wasn’t able to see his family. And I
was here, missing my boys.”

Once he officially landed the part, Moura
gained 40 pounds to portray the portly king-
pin, overindulging on local specialties like
bandeja paisa, a basic dish of rice, beans, meat,
and plantains. “I gave so much of myself to
this role,” says Moura just a few days removed
from the kill scene. “There has been some
criticism of the show here, over a Brazilian
playing Pablo Escobar. But I only ever tried
to capture the essence of the man. Now I’m
excited to get rid of him and lose this weight.”

Of course, the city of Medellín wasn’t eager
to welcome another production crew glori-
fying Escobar, who unleashed a decadelong
reign of terror and almost single-handedly
made Colombia the murder capital of the
world. “He destroyed this country, and we
were forced to exist in fear for a long time,”
says one local. “It’s a hard time to relive.”

ter on Moura’s right arm is virtually identical.
“We tried to get the actual house,” says

Narcos’ co–executive producer Paul Marks,
“but the person who lived next door didn’t
want us there. I guess they are just tired
of having it brought up.” Instead the show
filmed the scene in a nearly identical build-
ing a few doors down. In fact, apart from two
traditional Hollywood-style sets — the DEA
office and the U.S. Embassy — the rest of the
show is shot on location. Each jungle road,
sprawling mansion, and Bogotá slum is the
real deal. “Shooting in Colombia makes this
show what it is,” says Marks. “We could never
re-create this.”

There are plenty of shows that go to great
lengths to reimagine iconic eras — the 1960s
ad world re-created so stylishly for Mad Men,
for example — but few shows have done it
with such horrific material in a place where
the wounds are so fresh.

 Resurrecting Pablo
How the cast and crew of Narcos re-created a kingpin’s
reign of terror in a country still fascinated and horrified
by his legacy. by C H A R LE S TH O R P
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Chilean actor Pedro Pascal (DEA agent
Javier Peña) knew this history well, having
visited Colombia with his family as a kid
and worked there in 2011, and he had a clear
understanding of the raw emotions many
Colombians still feel about Escobar. “I know
that some are not thrilled to be so consistently
connected to this horrible man,” he says,
mentioning some family friends. “But I think
they respect how we are telling the story.”

Among the series’ first hires were real-life
ex-DEA agents Steve Murphy and Peña, who
had been part of the team responsible for
bringing down Escobar. “They call us to ask
everything from what we were wearing to
the kinds of weapons we used in a particular
gunfight,” says Murphy, who returned to the
country during filming.

It often takes a team of 20 to prepare the
site before a shoot, clearing away any modern
fixings and covering items that have been
updated. Even the cocaine has been designed
perfectly: a composite of baking soda mixed
with small amounts of plaster. “Most of the
time, people get the look of it wrong,” says
production designer Salvador Parra while
beaming over a handful of product. “There
are no crystals in ours.”

Murphy and Peña are periodically f lown
from their homes in the States to Colombia
to check on the production, an experience
they call a “stark contrast” to the years they
operated in the country. Over the past quar-
ter century, Medellín has become a bustling
shopping hub with one of the finest public
transit systems in the world. “It’s surreal to
go back,” says Murphy. “I barely recognize
it now. The country has made an incredible
transformation into this safe tourist retreat.”

In the finale of the first season, Escobar
escapes the walls of La Catedral, the home
prison he designed for himself as the result
of secret negotiations with the government.
To re-create it, the crew played down its
opulence. “The audience would have a tough
time believing it was a prison,” says Mur-
phy. “I mean, this guy had a two-room suite,
a walk-in closet, a hot tub, and a nightclub

television in the season two finale, and the
team became obsessed with portraying it
as accurately as possible. “There are a lot
of false accounts out there, but I saw the
body and I took the photographs the world
saw,” says Murphy. “It can’t get any closer
than our re-creation.”

Now the question is, How does Narcos

continue without its larger-than-life antago-
nist? Insiders say a number of story arcs are
being considered, including focusing on the
surviving Cali cartel. There seems to be no
fatigue in interest for these drug-fueled nar-
ratives, with Netf lix ordering a new series
based on Joaquín “El Chapo” Guzmán. But
can any of these stories stand against the
remarkable reign of Escobar? To quote Don
Escobar: “There can only be one king.”

complete with a dance f loor. His WANTED

poster was hanging framed in the kitchen.
He was thumbing his nose at the Colombian
government.”

What ensued after his escape was one of
the most heavily publicized and bloodiest
manhunts in history, culminating in the
iconic rooftop photo of a dead Escobar. The
agents remember the chase as intensely frus-
trating, with the kingpin consistently slip-
ping through their fingers. “We would blow
through a door and find a hot cup of coffee on
the table,” says Peña.

That was until one afternoon, when a
phone call Escobar made to his son was
intercepted. Soon after, a gunfight erupted,
ending with the drug lord taking three bul-
lets. All of this stands to make some dramatic

Holbrook,
relaxing on set,

relocated to
Colombia for

two eight-month
stretches.
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COLOMBIA’S
NEW TRADE:

NARCO TOURS
Many cartel-

associated locations
are now unofficial

historical sites, a few
of which were used
in Narcos. Here are

the most popular
places in Escobar’s

home turf, Medellín.

The Monaco Building
In 1988, a car bomb

exploded outside this

Escobar-owned apartment

complex, a failed murder

attempt by the Cali cartel.

It was once possible to

see the entire complex,

including a torture

chamber in the basement,

but the government

blocked entry after

neighbors complained

about too many tourists.

La Catedral
This “prison” for Escobar

was jokingly called Club

Medellín, due to its lavish

amenities. It has since

been converted into a

home for seniors, but the

property retains touches

of its former occupant,

such as a plaque with one

of Escobar’s most

notorious sayings, “Better

a grave in Colombia than a

cell in the United States.”

Escobar’s Grave
The site, in Cemetario

Jardins Mentesacro, is

managed by an elderly

man Escobar gave a house

to. Fresh flowers lean

against the headstone,

placed there by the people

Escobar helped or by

fellow drug lords as a

token of respect. Others

pay homage in a diferent

way, by doing a bump

of cocaine over his grave.

The King’s Ranch
Hacienda Nápoles was one

of Escobar’s most opulent

estates, with a sculpture

park, a bullfighting ring,

and a game park stocked

with exotic animals like his

prized hippos. It now

operates as a public theme

park, but a Piper airplane

still sits atop the entrance,

Escobar’s ode to the

first plane he used to ship

drugs to the States.
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Stem Cell

Cure-all
Clinics nationwide are peddling stem
cell procedures to treat nearly every

malady. Is it snake oil — or the future of
medicine? by JO SE PH HO OPE R

NEW YORK CITY inte-
g r at ive  phy sic ia n
David Borenstein flips
through his appoint-

ment book and ticks off recent
conditions he’s treated: chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease;
Parkinson’s; Crohn’s disease; Lyme
disease; cardiomyopathy; stroke;
lower back, knee, and hip pain.

It would appear that Borenstein
is the world’s most versatile medi-
cal practitioner. But he’s a special-
ist in rehabilitative medicine, not a
miracle worker. The incredible list
of maladies on his treatment menu
is the result of his having joined the
Cell Surgical Network (CSN). The
147 physicians in the group believe
they can treat and likely amelio-
rate almost any degenerative dis-
ease simply by taking stem cells
extracted from a patient’s fat and
injecting them back into his blood-
stream. And in that belief, they’re
certainly not alone. In the past five
years, the number of U.S. stem cell
clinics has mushroomed from 25

Five hundred and
seventy U.S. clinics
currently offer stem

cell treatments.
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continues to advance — and Lander considers
stem cell therapy just another form of surgery.

Stem cell clinicians will admit they don’t
have the broad, controlled studies to prove
injected stem cells are safe and effective.
That’s a tall order without government or Big
Pharma funding. “I will gladly do the largest
double-blind, placebo-controlled study of all
time if you give me the money,” says Kristin
Comella, chief science officer of U.S. Stem
Cells, a Florida-based company that has given
some 600 doctors stem cell training. What
clinicians do have is what they’ve seen with
their own eyes. “We literally have patients
who have come out of wheelchairs and are
walking again,” Comella says.

That’s exactly what happened in a recent
study by Steinberg’s Stanford team, when
a stroke victim rose from her wheelchair
after mesenchymal stem cells were injected
directly into her brain. “She was two years
out from a stroke and could barely lift her left
leg,” Steinberg says. “Now she’s walking.”
Half of the study’s 18 subjects experienced
a “clinically meaningful recovery,” he says,
despite the fact that most had been crippled
by stroke for at least a year. That’s beyond the
point doctors look for improvement — when
the damaged brain circuits are thought to be
dead for good.

Despite these miraculous-sounding
results, Steinberg still believes that stem cell
treatments should remain the province of aca-
demic research until we better understand
how, or whether, to use them. Of course, as an
academic, that’s what he would say. But that
doesn’t mean he’s wrong. Check out the stem
cell–patient medical blogs and you’ll find a

to 570, according to a recent report published
in the journal Cell Stem Cell.

While it’s still unclear exactly how stem
cells work, accumulating data suggests that
they’re an effective way to treat joint pain
and injury — arthritic knees, torn ACLs and
rotator cuffs, and more. Anecdotal evidence
indicates cells can do far more, helping to
revive stroke victims and even mobilize the
paralyzed. But the costly procedures are still
unapproved by the FDA, leaving an open gate
for medical charlatans and hucksters.

Back in Borenstein’s office, I ask the doctor
how he thinks stem cells work. He uses the
analogy of a gold mine. “There’s tons of gold
in there,” he says, pointing to my body. “The
problem is, it’s sitting in the ground, doing
nothing. You gotta go in there and get it.”

He leads me to his tiny treatment room
across the hall. Cueing a step-by-step video,
Borenstein shows how he makes a small inci-
sion in one side of a patient’s torso to insert a
cannula, a foot-long hollow metal needle that’s
attached to a thick 50cc syringe. From there
the cannula is moved vigorously around to
break up fat tissue, and then the hot-pink and
yellowish sludge is sucked into the syringe —
basically a mini-liposuction procedure. Next,
he separates the sludge in a small centrifuge,
adds an enzyme to break down the fat, and
incubates what’s left for 30 minutes: All of this
liberates stem cells as well as proteins called
cytokines, a “magic soup” that can promote
healing. After filtering and washing rituals,
he loads about 10cc of this stuff into an IV bag,
to be delivered into a vein in the patient’s arm.
At which point, he says, the cells will seek out
and treat whatever ails you.

L E T ’ S B E C L E A R ,  we are not talking about
embryonic stem cells here. Embryonic stem
cells have been dogged by ethical controversy
and the enmity of right-to-lifers — you must
destroy a stored human embryo to extract the
cells. The more exciting development during
the past decade is the discovery that our own
adult stem cells have a lot more therapeutic
potential than we had ever guessed.

We all have cells in our blood, gut, skin,
and fat that get old, die, and need to be
replaced with new cells. Our stem cells divide
as much as needed to repair and replace
them. Theoretically, the younger you are, the
younger your stem cells and the better they do
their job. Decades ago, researchers discovered
that a particular type of stem cell — mesen-
chymal stem cells — in bone marrow could
generate new bone, cartilage, and fat. In 2001
researchers discovered that mesenchymal
cells are even more plentiful in body fat.

But what happens if you extract those
mesenchymal cells from bone or fat and put
them back in the body? We’re not really sure.

The best current thinking is that injected
stem cells exert a powerful healing effect,
secreting proteins that improve blood
f low, tamp inf lammation, and aid in
recovery, says Stanford neurosurgeon
and stem cell researcher Gary Steinberg.
That’s whether you inject them straight
into an arthritic knee to help generate
new cartilage, or into the bloodstream
to possibly restore Parkinson’s-damaged
nerves. How do the stem cells know
exactly where to go and what to do? CSN
co-founder and Palm Springs urologist
Elliot Lander likens the process to a bea-
con. Injured and inflamed cells send out
an SOS signal; new stem cells pick it up.
“The stem cells are so smart, all you have
to do is turn them loose,” he offers. “They
float around to different areas of the body
and fix them.”

 The promise of stem cells is noth-
ing new — academics have been study-
ing them in animal models and human
trials for more than 20 years. But start-
ing in the last decade, clinical stem cell
pioneers like Dr. Christopher Centeno,
the founder of the Colorado-headquartered
Regenexx (working with bone marrow) and
Lander (working with fat) began taking the
cells out of the lab and putting them into
patients for money — anywhere from $4,000
to $12,000 per procedure — for investigational
therapies that insurance wouldn’t cover. The
early adopters have streamlined the extract-
ing and delivery technology and license it to
doctors to expand the field. And to almost
everyone’s surprise, the FDA has stayed on
the sidelines, allowing stem cell clinics to
grow into a kind of parallel universe operat-
ing outside the traditional institutions that
have controlled biomedical progress — the
National Institutes of Health, major research
universities, Big Pharma.

Whether this is a good thing depends on
where you sit. Academics are mostly aghast.
To their minds, research hasn’t adequately
established safety or efficacy. “There’s a long
history of individuals entering the [medical]
marketplace and offering some cure-all pana-
cea,” says University of Minnesota bioethi-
cist Leigh Turner, who co-authored the new
report criticizing the proliferation of stem
cell clinics. “The problem is, those claims
typically aren’t true.” (Recall shark cartilage
and, before that, laetrile as can’t-miss cancer
cures.) For his part Lander says he and his
CSN co-founding partner, cosmetic surgeon
Mark Berman, are doing what’s necessary to
advance this new therapy. “We take things
and try them, and if they work, we do it
again. If they don’t, we don’t do it anymore —
true trial and error.” That may not sound
reassuring, but it’s how the field of surgery

Fat is extracted
from the abdomen,
then put in a
centrifuge to help
separate stem cells.
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said they were extremely pleased with the
decrease in pain and increase in function.
“These are patients for whom we didn’t have
a good answer,” he says. “Stem cells may be
that answer.”

WHATEVE R YOU MAKE of for-profit stem cell
clinics, it seems a good bet that the therapy,
in some iteration, will be part of the future
of medicine. How that future will manifest is
anyone’s guess. Clinics, along with the blue-
sky vision they promote, may continue to
proliferate to the point where young, healthy
people start banking stem cells for future use.
(This is happening on a limited scale now,
an option that runs as little as $2,500.) Years
later, when those people become vulnerable
to disease, they can have their youthful cells
injected back into their bodies to repair dam-
age with the vigor of their younger selves. Or
it may be that Big Pharma succeeds in mass-
culturing stem cells into a commercially
viable product. In this scenario, you might
buy stem cells at the pharmacy and take them
for a specific problem. Stem cells could also
be bioengineered as a synthetic product, the

“MY FEAR IS THAT
I’M CHARGING
FOR PAIN RELIEF
THAT MIGHT GO
AWAY IN A YEAR.”

tions has trickled out for years, suggesting
the weekend athlete might benefit, too.

Chad Rivera felt those orthopedic benefits
despite originally having a stem cell procedure
for his vision, most of which he’d lost in his
early twenties due to a rare eye disease. The
49-year-old has had three stem cell injections
with the Lander-Berman team and says he’s
noticed “baby step” improvements in his sight.
What’s been more apparent, he says, is the
lift he feels after each treatment — a “rejuve-
nation,” he calls it — and less pain and better
movement in muscles and joints, which have
taken a beating from years of martial arts and
skateboarding. Listening to Rivera, you real-
ize that his experience straddles a thin line
between qualified success and placebo effect.

A more clear-cut success story is Eddy
Beltran’s. Last year the 45-year-old attorney
from Irvine, California, tore his ACL during
a pickup basketball game. “Two orthope-
dists said if I wanted to go back to basketball,
surgery was the only way,” Beltran recalls.
Instead he received a bone-marrow stem cell
injection at Centeno’s clinic in Broomfield,
Colorado. Three months after the procedure,
the tear had healed. Now, he says, “I can jump,
run hard, and I’m about back to normal.”

You won’t f ind Dr. Laith Jazrawi, the
director of the NYU Langone sports medi-
cine division, surprised by results like
these. To answer stem cell critics, he points
to recent well-conducted trials in which
patients who received knee arthroscopy and
a stem cell injection experienced less pain
and better outcomes, two years postsurgery,
than patients who had the arthroscopy alone.
And in a recently published study by Cen-
teno, no major safety issues turned up in
more than 2,000 patients.

But Jazrawi doesn’t offer stem cell treat-
ments to orthopedic patients immediately.
“If I knew the stem cells were a permanent
solution, I’d be more aggressive about using
this as a first-line treatment,” he says. “But
my fear is that I’m charging for pain relief that
might go away in a year.” In theory, multiple
injections may keep the pain at bay indefi-
nitely. But we’re talking about costs as high as
$12,000 a procedure, driven up by expensive
equipment and extra malpractice insurance.

Jazrawi’s tune changes for patients who
have had surgeries and are considering joint
injections with cortisone or hyaluronic acid.
His textbook stem cell patients are young or
middle-aged men who have damaged their
knees playing sports and now have degen-
erative cartilage or osteoarthritis. “More than
likely they’re going to need a joint replace-
ment,” he says. “But if they get it now, they
won’t be able to be as active and they won’t be
happy.” Out of the hundred guys in this group
that Jazrawi has treated with stem cells, half

way insulin and thyroid hormone are now. No
matter how it shakes out, the future will be,
medically speaking, a better place.

How? Let’s take one example — joint
replacement — which the orthopedic world
regards as a crowning achievement. Aging
boomers en masse are currently in the pro-
cess of acquiring new knees and hips, drain-
ing billions from the health care system and
experiencing pain, suffering, even in some
cases death. Orthopedic stem cell treatments,
if early results are confirmed, could slash the
need for those surgeries.

For today, however, we remain in murky
medical waters. Stem cells are a high-priced
treatment backed by insufficient research,
and they can be administered by any physi-
cian willing to take a weekend course and
accept cash or charge. Still, Florida stem cell
scientist Comella, a true believer who gets
stem cell injections every six to 12 months
as a just-in-case measure, is defiant: “I don’t
know if I should be offended or happy when
people call what we’re doing the Wild West,”
she says. “Nothing was invented by someone
just following the rules.” n

STEM CELL
SHOPPING:
WHAT
TO KNOW
Academics caution against
for-profit stem cell clinics.
Instead, try to get into a
university clinical trial in
which no money changes
hands. If that’s not an option,
remember these tips.

1. Check credentials.
Most providers weren’t
delivering stem cells
even five years ago. So
make sure to look for
mainstream medical bona
fides, degrees, hospital
a�liations, and referrals
from other doctors.

2. Avoid the hard sell.
“Guaranteed” results,
aggressive advertising,
patient testimonials,
up-sells of expensive
complementary therapies,
nondisclosure agreements
that restrain you from
discussing negative
experiences — these
are all red flags.

3. Involve a specialist.
If you have, for
example, a neurological
condition, you want a
neurologist to interpret
symptoms, whether or
not he’s involved in your
stem cell treatments.
If the cells don’t work,
a nonspecialist at a stem
cell clinic will have
nothing more to ofer.

significant number of unhappy people who’ve
paid thousands of dollars at clinics and have
not seen any results.

SET ASIDE THE TANTALIZING glimpses of
Lazarus patients, and the surest stem cell
bet is still the joints. That’s where the three
horsemen of physical deterioration — tissue
damage, inflammation, and autoimmunity —
come together in a contained space. News
of elite athletes’ orthopedic stem cell opera-
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What a Squat
Can Teach You

YO U M AY LI F T, R U N , B I K E ,  take the occasional class, and oth-
erwise work hard to keep fit. But that doesn’t mean that all of
your muscles are getting the attention they need. Your hips may
be tight (which makes your glutes weak). Or your core could be

soft (which means your back is likely tight). Fortunately, such problems
are easy to diagnose by doing a simple overhead squat. This compound
movement requires every major muscle group to work in concert and
instantly pinpoints if an area is tight and needs to be stretched
or is weak and needs to be strengthened, says Alain Aguilar,
lecturer in exercise and sport science at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Test yourself using the guide below,
then incorporate any needed fixes into your workouts. Cor-
recting the imbalances you can’t see will help you gain
better results from training and prevent future injuries.

BACK IS FLAT

If yours isn’t: If your back rounds or
arches, blame tight lats and a weak core.
The fix: Loosen upper back and lats on a
foam roller, and target deep abs and
obliques by doing twisting planks: Hold
a plank, then twist torso to the right
and pause for one count; repeat to the left.

TORSO IS UPRIGHT

If yours isn’t: Your calves or
hip flexors are likely tight,
and your glutes weak. The fix:
Stretch and foam roll the
calves and hips, and do hip
bridges to activate the glutes:
Lie faceup on the floor, knees
bent and feet planted. Raise
hips as high as you can, hold a
few seconds, lower and repeat.

ARMS SHOULD BE
 STRAIGHT

If yours aren’t: Your pecs and
lats are tight, and your traps are

weak. The fix: Loosen the lats and
chest with foam rolling, and do

chest-openers, such as standing
with forearms against the edges

of a door frame and leaning
forward. Strengthen traps with
Superman pose. (Lie facedown

with arms extended above head;
raise arms, head, and chest, then

hold. Lower and repeat.)

THIGHS ARE AT LEAST
 PARALLEL TO GROUND

If yours aren’t: The deeper range
of motion is probably new to you,

and you need to build muscle
memory to achieve it. The fix: Squat

low with a physio ball at hip level
between your back and a wall. Hold

at the bottom for five seconds.

KNEES POINT OUT

If yours don’t: The muscles
on the outside of your

thighs are weak; on the
inside they’re tight. The fix:

Target inner thighs with a
foam roller, and hold a side

lunge to stretch them.
Strengthen side muscles with

lateral banded walks. (Tie a
resistance band around and

above knees. Take big side
steps to the left, then right.)

HEELS ARE FLAT

If yours aren’t: It could be that
your calves are tight, your

form is bad, or both. The fix:
Foam roll and stretch calves.

(Rolling, as you can see, is key.)
And practice squatting into

heels, not the midfoot or toes.
Focus on driving hips back.

TAKE THE SQUAT TEST
Perform this squat barefoot, in front of
a mirror, five times from the front
and five from the side. Go as low as
you can, and be conscious of how
your body reacts. “You’ll see more
compensations the farther down you
go because your body needs greater
flexibility and strength to maintain
good form,” says Aguilar. If one rep
looks wonky, it may just be a fluke. If
they all show the same problem, use
Aguilar’s tips to correct it.
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the health-obsessed. “If a food is inherently
unhealthy, sprinkling a little good bacteria on
it won’t make it any better for you,” says Park.

That’s not to say the microorganisms
themselves are problematic. Science shows
that naturally occurring probiotics are bene-
ficial for your microbiome. But they should
be consumed in whole foods — yogurts,
sauerkraut, kimchi — that are loaded with
billions of colony-forming units (CFUs) of
friendly bacteria, along with fiber that feeds
the microorganisms in your gut. Cooperman
says you want at least a billion CFUs to get a
positive effect. While a serving of kimchi may
provide several billion CFUs from a variety
of bacteria strains, many supplements and
fortified foods barely reach a half billion of
one strain — if they’re even alive when you
consume them.

Park’s advice is simple: “Instead of expen-
sive supplements, spend that money on a
plant-based diet that includes fermented
foods. That will give your gut bacteria
enough fiber to create a healthy biome.”

PROBIOTICS SEEM TO BE every-
where. These microorganisms,
which multiply in the gut and
balance out bad bacteria, are now

added to cold-brew coffee, kale chips, nut but-
ters, frozen burritos, and even bottled water.
Sales of probiotic supplements, meanwhile, hit
$1.7 billion last year and are projected to reach
$2.3 billion by 2018. Not so shocking, given
that food and drug companies now push
probiotics as a way to fend off everything from
eczema to depression and migraines.

Popping a pill or devouring a bean burrito
to safeguard health is alluring. But there’s a
problem: “The strength of evidence is not suf-
ficient for healthy individuals, without any
medical problems or digestive issues, to be
investing in daily probiotics,” says Dr. K.T.
Park, a gastroenterologist at Stanford Univer-
sity School of Medicine.

One reason is that most supplements
provide a single strain of bacteria — but your
gut is home to hundreds. Finding the right
strain of probiotic supplement to help boost
your unique microbiome is a crapshoot at
best, says Dr. Tod Cooperman, president of
ConsumerLab, an independent supplement-
testing company.

If you do take an uncoated capsule, there’s
a good chance your stomach acid will kill
many of the bacteria strains before they can
work. “Unless it’s encapsulated and designed
for delayed release, the average probiotic
won’t survive long in your body,” says Jeremy
Burton, deputy director of the Canadian Cen-
tre for Human Microbiome and Probiotics.
One study found that just 10 to 25 percent of
uncoated strains survive once swallowed.

Another issue: To aid the gut, micro-

organisms must be alive when consumed —
but many of those inside a supplement, food,
or drink are often DOA. In fact, Consumer-
Lab reports that roughly half of the organ-
isms initially put into a product are dead by
the time they hit store shelves.

As for the ever-growing number of
probiotic-infused chocolate bars, ice creams,
crackers, and frozen foods, no research has
proved that they have probiotic benefits, and
experts say most are merely gimmicks to lure

The Truth About

Probiotics
What to know before you buy supplements and

fortified foods. by M E L AI N A J U NT TI

Health
&Fitness

H O W  T O  G E T
T H E  M O S T  F R O M
P R O B I O T I C S
Three rules to ensure

you’re loading up on the

best good bacteria.

The probiotics in
whole foods like

yogurt are the surest
bet to better

your gut.
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Watch for sugar. Yogurts and
drinks like kombucha are rich in
naturally occurring probiotics,
but many brands are sweetened
with 20-plus grams of sugar.
This can negate the gut benefits.
Skip any product for which a
sweetener is one of the first
ingredients listed on the label.

Be smart about supplements.
If you buy them, look for
shelf-stable capsules with at
least a billion CFUs per dose.
Because bacteria can die during
shipping, you want a brand
that lists its CFU number with a
“best by” date, not “present at
time of manufacture.”

Eat fermented foods
frequently. Occasionally
topping a ball-game bratwurst
with kraut doesn’t do much
for your microbiome. To get the
benefits of fermented foods,
you must eat them often. Work
yogurt, tempeh, and pickled
produce into your daily diet.
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and immediately doing the next rep. You
can mimic the same movement for pushups
and pullups by pushing or pulling so force-
fully that you’re able to clap your hands at the
top of a rep. (Try stringing together one or
two at first.) Moving slowly during an exer-
cise builds muscle endurance, but turning
it into a swift, full-power movement trains
your nervous system to fire faster, which will
make you quicker at anything you do.

• Mess with the reps
No one is ever psyched to knock out 50
reps of anything. But you can trick your-
self into doing a lot of volume fast, and be
less bored, with a ladder-rep scheme. There
are any number of variations, but I come
back to these two often: For the first, pick
a pair of exercises — say, kettlebell squats
and pushups. Do 10 reps of squats and one
pushup. Then immediately do nine squats
and two pushups, then eight and three,
and so on until you get to one squat and 10
pushups. Guess what? You just cranked
out 55 reps of each. For another varia-
tion, choose three movements — pullups,
situps, and lunges work well — and set
a timer for five minutes. Perform three reps of
each exercise, then six reps, then nine, work-
ing continuously and increasing the reps by
threes until time runs out. Try to push the
reps a bit higher each time you do the ladder.
As with all these variations, you’ll get a lot
more done in less time.

I F YOU ARE banging out the
same sets of pushups or squats
every trip to the gym, I have bad
news: You’re wasting your time.

Functional exercises — lunges, dead lifts,
pullups, planks, pushups, and squats — are

the best way to get fitter, but the body adapts
to them incredibly fast. It seems counterin-
tuitive, but as muscles become more efficient
at the movements, workouts yield fewer and
fewer benefits. What is required? Constantly
varying the moves. Do so and you’ll continue
to see strength and performance gains. Here
are six methods I use to mix things up.

• Get handsy
Tweaking hand position during upper-body
moves completely changes the muscle groups
you engage, and it’s a great way to zero in on
smaller, hard-to-target muscles. For pushups,
try sets with the fingers facing out sideways,
with palms staggered, then a final set with
palms overlapping on the ground below your
chest (the most difficult variation). To scale
up a plank, keep your back flat while walking
hands forward as far as possible; hold for as
long as you can. For pullups, continually test
new grips. My go-to variation: Stand directly
under a bar and turn your body 90 degrees,
so that your shoulders are perpendicular to it.
Grab the bar with a staggered grip and pull
yourself up, first to one side of the bar, then
the other; switch hand positions with each
rep. While regular pullups hit the upper back,
and chin-ups rely on the biceps, this variation
targets the entire upper body.

• Add a deficit
Increasing your range of motion is one of the
simplest ways to stretch and strengthen mus-

cle fibers. Deficit exercises make that easy:
Stand on weight plates for a move like a dead
lift, which will require you to lift and lower
the bar an inch or two farther than normal,
engaging more of your glutes and hamstrings
in the process. Or place weight plates under
palms for pushups, allowing your torso to
lower farther and forcing you to use more
chest and shoulder power to push back up.

• Make the weight unwieldy
Rather than using a bar to squat or holding
dumbbells at your sides during lunges, try
hugging a heavy medicine ball, kettlebell,
or sandbag to your chest. These weights are
awkward, and to stay stable, every muscle in
your core will have to kick in. Mastered this
already? Hold the ball, bell, or bag overhead
as you squat or lunge. Everything is harder
with a weight raised overhead.

• Slow down — way down
Spend 30 seconds on one squat. (Lower for a
count of 15, then rise for 15.) Or take 10 sec-
onds to complete a single pushup. I guarantee
you’ll feel more spent than if you rip through
30 reps of the exercise. Anytime you keep
your muscles under tension for an extended
period, you fatigue the fibers faster — and
that means they’ll build up faster, too.

• Be explosive
Try sets of 10 jumping squats and lunges,
focusing on exploding up as high as you can

Smash

Your

Routine

Rut
How to tweak the basics for

better results.

R A D I C A L  F I T N E S S

L A I R D  H A M I L T O N

Here’s one way to
get more out of your

pullups: Try a
different grip.
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Ask Dr. Bob
Our in-house doc answers your
questions about health, fitness,
and living adventurously.

it can cause his genes to turn on or off in neg-
ative ways. This can affect the health of his
children and possibly even their offspring. (So
powerful are the paternal epigenetic inf lu-
ences on the fetus that a child can be born
with fetal alcohol syndrome even though the
mother never drank.) More reason to eat well,
exercise often, never smoke, and keep booze
to a minimum, particularly if you’re trying to
conceive. Having kids really is a team effort,
and that effort starts sooner than you think.

ADDRESSING ACHES

If I’m sore after a workout, what’s
better — ice or heat?
Both methods cue your body to repair tissue,
but what’s really important isn’t what you
use — it’s when you use it. If you know you’re
going to feel sore after a hard workout, apply
ice or heat directly afterward. A new study
found that subjects who used an ice pack or
heating pad for 20 minutes right after a tough
session felt substantially less sore than those
who waited until aches kicked in. What’s
more, the difference this had on strength lev-
els was dramatic. Those who waited to use
heat or cold remedies saw a 24 percent reduc-
tion in strength due to soreness. Exercisers
who opted to treat their aches immediately
lost only 4 percent.

Any tips for a good showing?
If it’s your first tri, you’ve probably done a lot
to train your body. But it’s equally important,
for any race, to prep your mind. A broad new
study backs this up: Researchers found that
when people simply told themselves, “I can
do better,” it had a significant effect on how
well they performed. For a race, try using
specific messages to keep you on track. For
example, during the Molokai Paddleboard
Championships in Oahu this July, I told
myself, “You can paddle straighter through
this 10-foot-high wave wall” and “You can
brace your core tighter to stay upright in this
riptide.” The same principle can work dur-
ing your triathlon. Positive mental messages

memory to sprint faster, pedal harder, and
swim more efficiently.

LIFESTYLE MATTERS

My wife’s ob-gyn said that we
should watch our diet and exercise
while trying to conceive. Does it
really matter what I do?
Yes. We’ve been brought up to think that we
simply pass on our inherited genes to our
children, but this isn’t the whole truth. We
can also pass on how our genes express them-
selves (this is called epigenetics), and that’s
determined by lifestyle — and not just that of
a mom-to-be. If a man has a poor diet, smokes
or drinks heavily, or gets little to no exercise,

THE DOC IS ONLINE Email your questions
for Dr. Bob Arnot to dr.bob@mensjournal.com.

As a pasta lover, I was as pumped as anyone to see this research — an

Italian study of more than 14,000 people that linked pasta consumption to

 a healthier BMI and a lower waist circumference. But while the study

participants who regularly ate pasta were leaner than those who avoided it, there are

some key things to note: First, the pasta-eaters were following a Mediterranean diet

(so lean meats, lots of veggies, very little sugar, and very few processed foods). Also,

they were eating palm-size portions, not bottomless Olive Garden bowls. But what I

would bet really kept these folks lean is that they never felt deprived. When we give

up carbs like pasta to lose weight, our mood dips and energy falters, and we wind up

compensating with too much food — usually junk. And I’m sure that eating modest

portions of spaghetti or lasagna when they wanted to helped those subjects not to

overeat on other occasions. That’s the real takeaway: You don’t have to give up good-

sounding food to have a good diet; you just have to be smart about how you eat.
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I saw a report that showed you should
eat pasta to lose weight. I’m confused.
What’s the deal?
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best way to
get stronger?

Meniscus
surgery worthless
for many

Each year, for
more than
400,000

middle-aged and older
Americans, wear and tear at
the meniscus — the rubbery
disc that cushions the knee
joint — results in surgery. The
problem? Growing evidence
shows that going under the
knife ofers no more benefit
to these people than just
physical therapy would. In

t study, researchers
in Norway and Denmark
looked at 140 middle-aged
patients who had sufered
meniscus degeneration and
were treated with either a
strength-based exercise
program or sur
rehab. Two years la
groups had few
and improv
For younger pa
tr tic, acut

t

t
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Warning signs
for grooming
products
While grooming companies
increasingly market products as
“natural,” more than 75 percent
still contain mostly synthetic
ingredients, research shows.
“ ‘Natural’ is a vague, unregu-
lated term that doesn’t guaran-
tee safety,” says Nneka Leiba,
deputy director of research at the
Environmental Working Group.
While not all lab-created chemi-
cals are harmful, she says, many
(like the ones below) hijack hor-
mones, hinder sperm produc-
tion, or even cause cancer. Check
a product’s ingredients list and
skip it if you see these words:

A new study compared two types of workouts: one that
required exercisers to lift eight to 12 reps of heavy weight, and
another that had lifters do 20 to 25 reps of light weight. Who

got stronger? Both groups had identical strength gains and increases
in muscle mass. “The main thing is pushing yourself until you hit fail-
ure — so it is impossible to do another rep,” says exercise physiologist
Pete McCall. Do this, and any amount of weight can get you stronger.
That’s particularly good news if you don’t have heavy weights at home
or you’re forced to make do with a hotel gym that has only a couple of
light dumbbells. “Instead of doing 10 reps, you’ll probably have to do
20 or 25 reps,” says McCall. “But that’s still enough to stimulate muscle
growth and fitness gains.” Lower weight and more reps are also ideal
if you want to shed pounds. “Weight loss is about expending energy,”
explains McCall. “Do 25 reps and the amount of time the muscles are
under tension is longer than with just six reps.” —Jenessa Connor

Thin people don’t
need to worry
about diabetes

FICTION Nearly one in five
normal-weight adults — and
one in three over age 45 — has
prediabetes, a new study
shows. Left untreated, up to
30 percent will develop type 2
diabetes within five years. Due
to increasingly sedentary
lifestyles, thin folks now have
more body fat and less lean
muscle, which elevates blood
sugar, says lead researcher
Arch G. Mainous III. “The scale
gives people a false sense of
health,” he says. “If you look
soft, step up exercise to lower
your risk.” —Melaina Juntti

F A C T
O R

F I C T I O N

FRAGRANCE

A catchall term for up to 3,000
chemicals, including phthalates,

which are linked to low sperm
counts in animal studies.

COMPOUNDS ENDING IN
-PARABEN

Common preservatives in
shaving gels, lotions, and

moisturizers; these are known
endocrine disrupters.

CETEARETH-20, SODIUM
LAURETH SULFATE (OR ANY

COMPOUND ENDING IN –ETH)

Common chemicals in cleansers
and conditioners; they’re

often laced with a carcinogenic
material.— M.J.

Health News
This month’s most important discoveries,

updates, and advice.
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J.J. Watt, the NFL’s
Defensive Player
of the Year for
two years running



HE’S A TRUE SPORTS
HERO, WITH THRONGS OF

FANS, MILLIONS IN
ENDORSEMENTS, AND A

FUTURE IN HOLLYWOOD. BUT
WILL THE NFL’S GREATEST

DEFENDER GET A SHOT
AT SUPER BOWL

GLORY BEFORE HIS BODY
FINALLY GIVES OUT?

J.J.
WATT

HAS
IT ALL

NOW HE
 WANTS
MORE

BY  STEPHEN RODRICK

PHOTOGRAPHS BY
DEWEY NICKS



ship is the one thing I don’t have,” says Watt.
“I have three Defensive Players of the Year.
Only one other player has done that. But
being a defensive lineman, it’s hard to control
the game.”

Still, there’s no need to cry for J.J. Watt;
he’d be the first to tell you that would be
stupid. He makes more than $16 million a
year, plus another $7 million in endorse-
ments — amounts unheard of for guys
on his side of the line of scrimmage — for
brands like Reebok, Verizon, and Papa
John’s. There is discussion of a postcareer
Hollywood action-hero movie. Women
talk about him the way that guys talk about
Kate Upton. Case in point: During this sum-
mer’s ESPY Awards, skier Lindsey Vonn, a
casual acquaintance, cut into his red-carpet
interview to announce a new part of Watt’s
therapy after his surgery to repair ripping
his groin from the bone: a series of under-
the-pads sensual massages. “It’s getting hot
in here,” Watt joked in response.

Sure, there are slings and arrows. Some
fans describe him as a defensive version
of Patriots tight end Rob Gronkowski — a
goofy caveman capable of superhuman feats
of strength. Other wise guys call him a faux
Gronk, grousing that his act seems too calcu-
lated — that he wants everyone to know how
hard he works, to see him at the right parties,
endorsing the right products. “Does J.J. like
J.J.?” asks Watt’s teammate and pal Shane
Lechler. “Yes, of course he does. That’s just
part of what we have to deal with.” Oh, and he
has a new shoe out. The best that can be said
about his kicks is that they are no uglier than
Stephen Curry’s nursing-aide shoes.

For all his Gulliver-like travels, Watt is
a bit of a gentle giant. He tucks in Lechler’s

steps on one of the orange markers.
“Motherfucker.”
The face contorts and is unrecognizable

for a moment, just like when he’s playing
for real.

It would seem that J.J. Watt is back. But
looks can be deceiving.

ONLY IN FOOTBALL DOES the biological clock
start ticking loudly at 27. Between last sea-
son’s crippling injuries and the fact that pro
football is essentially a series of sanctioned
car crashes, Watt could play another f ive
years, or he could play one more and be
done. Adding to his woes, Watt underwent
surgery to repair a herniated disk in July
and may not be ready come opening Sun-
day. He is marooned on the Houston Tex-
ans, a team with one of the league’s most
ferocious defenses — and one of its more
impotent offenses.

Since his sophomore season, in 2012, Watt
has had just about the best run of a defensive
player ever. His 69 sacks in four seasons rival
the stats of his hero, Reggie White. Some-
times, just for laughs, he’ll line up as a tight
end, his high school position. He has caught
three touchdown passes. But even as Watt
has shone, his Texans have struggled. They
finished a middling 9–7 the past two seasons
and lost in the first round of the play-offs in
January. During the off-season, the team
signed the Broncos’ Brock Osweiler, Peyton
Manning’s longtime understudy, hoping to
end the Texans’ quarterback carousel, which
has featured six passers in two years. But
Osweiler has thrown exactly 11 touchdowns
in his career — a decent month for Tom
Brady. For the Texans, he could be great. Or
he could be a free-agent bust. “A champion-

BACK IN JANUARY, THE BEST
NFL defensive player of this generation — or
any generation — was holed up alone in a
Philadelphia hotel. He accepted no visitors,
not even his parents. He had simple goals:
Every day, he tried to get out of bed. If he
succeeded, he rested before attempting to
walk to the end of the hallway and back
three times. 

A few weeks later, he was well enough
to visit a teammate. His buddy watched
him shuff le like an elderly man recuper-
ating from a car crash, wondering if his
27-year-old pal would ever walk without
pain, much less return to the field. During
Super Bowl week, the injured defender ful-
filled his many commercial obligations by
being driven around in a golf cart like, well,
a broken-down football player.
     Six months later, the same guy is in a han-
gar-like gym in Bumblesticks, Wisconsin.
Outside, the summer wind rushes through
the corn. The man is working to get it all
back. When he’s at his best, it’s search and
destroy without thinking. He sees the quar-
terback, the formation, the offensive linemen.
He processes the data and then, when the
ball is snapped, instinct takes over. After the
game he’ll look at pictures of himself return-
ing an interception for a touchdown or wrap-
ping up a tailback at the line of scrimmage,
and he won’t even recognize his own face,
because it’s all contorted in a way it never gets
in real life. That out-of-body animal instinct
is what he’s trying to get back.

The gym is full of high schoolers and
housewives, all of them angling for a side-
ways glance at the 6-foot-5 dude. A few young
women are there, one of whom approaches
him near the weight benches to let him know
about a new sausage shop in town.

“You should try it,” she says.
“Why do you think I’ll like it?”
“Because you’re such a carnivore.”
The guy laughs, maybe blushes — it’s

hard to tell. His face is red and beaded with
sweat. A few minutes later, he’s zigzagging
through a line of pylons. His giant left foot

Contributing editor Stephen Rodrick

wrote about the U.S. Olympic rugby team in
the September issue of Men’s Journal.

Above: Sharing the stage with Olympic
skier Lindsey Vonn at the 2016 ESPY
Awards. Right: Watt (No. 99) reaches to
block a field goal attempt by the
Jacksonville Jaguars. 
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as a thoughtful young man, and not just by
football-player standards. A light behind
his eyes suggests that nothing is said with-
out consideration. He politely defers an old
lady’s request for a photo until after he is
done eating. “Maybe when I’m 50 I won’t
be able to walk, and I will say, ‘You were
young and stupid.’ But right now this is
my mentality.”

Watt’s quiet, contemplative side is a
stark contrast to his fierce on-field persona.
There’s the time an offensive lineman ripped

children and plays with Texans coach Bill
O’Brien’s boys. For the past two years, Watt
and Barbara Bush have proved an unlikely
but effective comedy duo at the former first
lady’s annual literacy fundraiser.

But, Jesus, will he be able to walk when
he’s 40? Last year, he played with a broken
hand, through a debilitating virus, and with
that groin tear, which ripped a little more
every week. The weakness of the Texans’
offense put relentless pressure on Watt and
the rest of Houston’s defense. So it was a sort
of a mercy killing when the Texans were
skunked by the Chiefs in an AFC wild-card
game. Watt was done. “One of the things I
need to do a better job of with J.J. this year,”
says O’Brien, “is giving him a break.”

He stopped by to see Lechler in the post-
season and could barely get out of the car.
Watt’s friend wondered if he’d ever play
again. “I was standing next to my wife,”
Lechler remembers, “and I thought, ‘Look,
the best defensive player in the game can
barely walk.’” He had tried to get through to
Watt during the season, but it was fruitless.
Even when the staff mandated a day off,
Watt would come out in full pads. Lechler
says: “I told him, ‘That’s great, and you are
performing better than any defensive player
in the game right now, but I’m worried about
you in the very near future — now, not like
the guys already in their fifties and sixties.’”

Back in Wisconsin, Watt finishes up his
workout and orders his usual second break-
fast: f ive eggs and ham and cheese inside
a potato cake with a side of mashed pota-
toes. We are at a diner in Oconomowoc, a
Mayberry-like town about a 15-minute drive
from where he played high school football
in Pewaukee.

“I live with the fact that while I am play-
ing, I am going to give everything I have,
and I will live with those consequences,”
Watt says, his voice quiet. He comes across

off Watt’s helmet and Watt still swallowed
the quarterback. In his breakout game as a
rookie, Watt snatched a point-blank pass
from the Bengals’ Andy Dalton and romped
in for a touchdown in the play-offs. Before a
game against the Titans, a teammate showed
Watt a picture of Titans rookie quarterback
Zach Mettenberger taking a smiling selfie
in the locker room. Watt proceeded to sack
Mettenberger twice, even taking an imagi-
nary selfie over his body. “I wasn’t necessarily
angry,” Watt says with a chuckle. “For me it
was happy hunting time.”

He plays instinctually, often lining up
wherever he wants, which confuses offenses
who constantly double- and triple-team him
and try to run/pass/cower in the opposite
direction. Coaches have learned just to let
him go. When he was a rookie, Watt did a
spin move in practice, crushing the ball car-
rier. Legendary defensive guru Wade Phil-
lips told him, “Nice tackle, but don’t do that
again.” Instead Watt did the same spin five
more times, and five times made the play.
Phillips then revised his remarks. “OK, you
can do it,” he said. “But nobody else can.”

But Watt accepts that he is not exempt
from all of the game’s rules. Last year’s
calamities cured him of any lingering
thoughts on that matter. Back in the diner,
he puts down his fork and thinks about
it for a second. “Part of you has to have a
feeling of invincibility,” he says. “That is
what makes you good — you think nobody
can stop you.” He scans the restaurant and
sees that the old lady is still patiently wait-
ing. “But this year definitely gave me a new
perspective. There is no question about
that. Having to fight through everything
I fought through and waking up some days
thinking, ‘I literally don’t know how I am

From left: Twenty-one-year-old J.J. with
brothers Derek (who was recently drafted
by the San Diego Chargers) and T.J. and
grandfather James Watt

J.J. Watt: By the Numbers

Tackles

Assisted Tackles

WATT

11

24

19

57

WATT

AVG. DEFENSIVE END

AVG. DEFENSIVE END

Just how dominant is Watt? Take a look at how his 2015 stats compare with
those for the average starting defensive end.

Passes Defended
WATT                                                             8

Sacks

5

WATT                   17.5

AVG. DEFENSIVE END    5

Forced Fumbles
WATT      3 3

AVG. DEFENSIVE END   1

AVG. DEFENSIVE END  2
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it. His quiet domestic life with a wife and two
daughters reminds Watt of his own child-
hood. Lechler, meanwhile, is seeing things
he’s never seen. During one week off, Lechler
took Watt to a game at his alma mater, Texas
A&M, and Watt was quickly swarmed by
cameras and fans. The circus was too much
for Lechler. “I told him, ‘I need another beer,’”
he says. “ ‘You’re on your own.’”
     Watt is still trying to figure out the fame
game. He has someone do his shopping for
him — it would take him two hours to get
through the grocery store. When he goes
out for dinner with teammates, he tries to
get some privacy by reserving a back room.
But then word leaks out and a crush of peo-
ple gapes through the curtains. “I tell him,
‘Why don’t we just come through the front
door, sign the autographs, and just get it
over with?’” says Lechler with a laugh.

There are really three J.J. Watts. Wis-
consin Watt is a homebody who roams
his 36-acre country retreat and hosts high
school friends around the fire pit. Houston
Watt is a semi-recluse who spends dawn to
dusk at the Texans’ training facility, pop-
ping into public occasionally for a charity
event and the sporadic steak dinner.

And then there’s Los Angeles Watt. This

a walk back on J.J.’s promise that he’d take
care of his college costs. But his parents were
completely supportive. That off-season, he
worked at a Pizza Hut, where a co-worker
sized him up and sadly shook his head, say-
ing, “You’re not big enough for the Big Ten.”

It did not take long for Watt to prove his
co-worker wrong. Ineligible to play his first
year, Watt dominated the scout team. He
had finally grown to his full 6-foot-5 and
was north of 280 pounds. Even before
scout season ended, teammates were talk-
ing about his going pro. A coach sidled up to
him and said, “I just want one thing: a cap
from the NFL draft.”

In 2010, his junior year, Watt led the Bad-
gers’ defense in nearly every major category.
It was time to turn pro. That’s when the car-
nival really began.

HOUSTON IS NOT KNOWN for its abundance
of celebrities, so it’s not a stretch to say J.J.
Watt is the most recognizable face in Ameri-
ca’s fourth-largest city. In search of some kind
of normalcy, Watt has latched on to Lechler.
Despite being 13 years Lechler’s junior, Watt
took him under his wing when the future
Hall of Fame punter arrived from the Raid-
ers in 2013, and Lechler has never forgotten

going to make it to play’ — it makes you
reevaluate everything.”

LIKE MOST GOOD AM E RICAN S , Watt cred-
its his success to his parents, coaches, and
teammates. He would also like to thank a
12-pack of beer. It was early in his rookie
season and the Texans were playing the
Ravens. On three plays he screwed up his
assignment. His coaches were so enraged
that they took his helmet away — the defini-
tive sign that you are done for the day.

Watt is known to brood after losses. That
night he sat alone in his Houston house, fear-
ing he would be a first-round washout. So he
grabbed a 12-pack from the fridge. Some-
where around the time he crushed the last
can, he had a revelation: If he was going to
fail, he was going to do it on his own terms.
“I thought, ‘I am going to do what I want to
do,’” Watt tells me. “I was like, ‘You got here
by playing the way you know how to play.’”

At practice the next day, he played like he
had at the University of Wisconsin. Every-
thing changed. If you look at tape of his
performances after being benched in that
Ravens game, you’ll start seeing the feroc-
ity that has won him those three Defensive
Player of the Year awards. Coach O’Brien has
learned to let Watt be Watt. “He so instinc-
tively understands the game,” O’Brien says.

Says Watt with a sly grin: “You earn the
ability to fuck up.”

Confounding conventional expectations
is something Watt has been doing since he
was a kid. Growing up in Pewaukee, a town
of 14,000, he was afraid of the sirens of fire
trucks because they meant his firefighter
dad might be in danger. Justin James Watt
is the oldest of three boys. (Middle son
Derek was recently drafted as a fullback by
the Chargers.) They weren’t poor, but they
weren’t rich. Watt remembers the time he
and his brothers were forced to quit hockey
because the family could not afford to out-
fit all three of them. So J.J., who played all
sports, turned his focus to football.

Wisconsin high school football isn’t
exactly Friday Night Lights, but the town
turned out during his high school years. Tall
and skinny, Watts started as quarterback,
not moving to defense and tight end until
his junior year. “The greatest problem we
had with J.J. was that he didn’t understand
why everyone didn’t work as hard as he did,”
says Clay Iverson, Watt’s high school coach.
“He’d get so frustrated and angry about it.”

Iverson and the teammates leaned on
Watt. But, still skinny as a high school
senior, he was rated a two-star recruit and
was not offered a scholarship at his beloved
University of Wisconsin. Instead he ended
up playing tight end at Central Michigan
University. Early in the season, though, the
coach changed plans and went to a spread
offense, in which the tight end is peripheral
at best. So Watt told his parents he wanted
to transfer and walk on at Wisconsin. It
meant they would have to pay his tuition,

“The greatest problem
we had with J.J. was that

he didn’t understand
why everyone didn’t work

as hard as he did.”
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over after his post-workout nap.
“Come see my place and I think you’ll

understand.”

A CO U PLE O F H O U R S L ATE R , Watt meets
me in the circular driveway of an active
construction site. Behind him is his log
cabin — a log cabin, that is, the way Trump
Tower is an apartment building. (Watt once
described the property as “minimalistic.”
Deadspin found some pictures online and
wrote in its tender, understated way: “J.J.
Watt is a Goddamn Lying Clownfraud.”)

Even Watt would admit the minimal-
ist days are over. Today, at least, the place
is neither peaceful nor conducive to quiet
contemplation. We grab bottles of water
inside the residence, near a sign that reads,
WHATHAPPENS IN THE CABIN STAYS IN THE CABIN.
Outside, tractors drag dirt while construc-
tion workers hammer away. We walk the
grounds, passing a couple-thousand-
square-foot garage that Watt has converted
into his home workout space.

“It goes all the way to the highway,” he
says, pointing to some faraway brush. Then
he starts listing new features to be finished
before the season starts: “This is going to be
the berm, this will all be high grass.” Watt

is the J.J. who guested on an episode of
New Girl and just hosted the CMT Music
Awards. L.A. Watt rents a Ferrari and lives
large. He has already met with agents and
producers about a possible post-football
career; some see him as the next big action
hero. (He had a cameo as a soccer coach in
the recent comedy Bad Moms.) He’s tempted
but torn. After three or four days in L.A.,
Watts develops a physical ache for the Wis-
consin quiet. “Part of me wants nothing
to do with any Hollywood,” he says. “But
another part of me wants to go there. I feel
like I could be successful at it.”

He gets a bit of a faraway look in his blue
eyes. “I know I’m going to be remembered for
football,” he says quietly. “That’s why I work
so hard at it.” He has no interest in being an
analyst or an announcer: “Ex-players in the
booth don’t know what’s really going on in
the locker room,” he says. “If you see me doing
that, you’ll know I’ve lost all my money.”

A few minutes later, Watt talks about
shucking Hollywood and retreating to
Wisconsin, where he’d raise some kids and
coach high school football. I wonder aloud
if he would be able to lead the quiet life after
all the adulation he’s grown accustomed to.
He whispers an address to me and says come

points at an acre-size hole in the ground
and says, “There’s going to be a pond with
a beach. I wanted to live on the water, but
I didn’t want to live on a lake necessarily.
So I just built a pond.” There will also be a
volleyball court, a waterfall, a barn with a
giant karaoke machine, and a two- or three-
hole golf course. “I like golf because me and
all my friends suck,” Watt explains above
the drone of machinery. “We compete on
an equal level.”

Watt’s parents live 10 minutes away
and manage the property for him. He con-
vinced his father to take early retirement
from the fire department; now his dad does
a lot of the mowing and snow removal on
the grounds. We keep walking because he
wants to show me something around the
corner. I try to engage him on the issues fac-
ing his profession these days: the Goodell
Autocracy and concussions. He says he
doesn’t know Roger Goodell well. “I do not
have a relationship with him,” he says with
a grin. “I’ve never been in trouble.”

But he views head trauma as caveat emp-
tor. “I am a football player,” he says. “I know
they’re completely different worlds, but it’s
like a firefighter running into a fire — that
is just part of the job.” He chooses his words
slowly, as if he’s having an internal debate
over whether to say anything more. “I have
never been that crazy about the whole con-
troversy around it, because I understand
what I am getting into.”

He talks about the upcoming season
and how he wants to get back to where he
was. Last year was such a grind — there
weren’t enough games in the violent twi-
light of going just by feel. “It became more
of me having to force my body to do stuff,”
he says. “It became a manual override to
get through the pain.” (Unfortunately, Watt
may have to count on that manual override
again this season, thanks to his recent back
surgery, which occurred shortly after I
left Wisconsin.)

As we walk around his property, Watt
seems to prophesize his future. “I’m not
going to be the guy trying to squeeze one
more season out of my body,” he says. That
might be after the 2016 season; it might not
be until 2020. He doesn’t know. His body
will decide for him.

Finally, we reach the farthest point of the
property, and the construction noise begins
to fade. Across the property line are rows of
corn. “This is my favorite spot,” Watt says in
a whisper. “I come out here and think and
just be alone for a while.”

But here’s the thing. That contemplative
corner is not far from an adjoining road.
The rumble of traffic and truck horns can
be heard. It’s not that peaceful at all — much
like Watt’s life in sport’s most violent game
is not peaceful. Still, he likes the spot and
smiles the smile of a contented man. He
pauses for a moment and then turns for
home with just the slightest hint of a limp.

It’s time for his afternoon workout. MJ
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BRUCE BRIDGES WAS BORN IN KENYA,
WHERE HIS FAMILY BUILT A LIFE — AND
A SMALL FORTUNE — PULLING GEMS
FROM THE GROUND. BUT WHEN HIS FATHER
WAS AMBUSHED AND HIS MINE SEIZED,
HE WAS FORCED TO FACE A NEW
KENYA — VOLATILE, CORRUPT, AND
WITH NO USE FOR ITS COLONIAL PAST.

C A M P B E L L  B R I D G E S  S P E N T  T H E  L A S T

morning of his life testifying before Kenyan
police officials about the death threats he’d
been getting. It was August 10, 2009, and
his phone had been buzzing with warnings
from townspeople that an ambush was in
the works. Still, Bridges got into his truck
and drove the 45 minutes to his gemstone
mine, where an angry mob was waiting.

Bridges was a geologist who’d been pros-
pecting the same corner of Africa for four
decades. Lately his life’s work had been under
siege. For three years a group of pirate miners
had been trying to occupy his 1,500-acre lease-
hold, asserting that, as natives of the region,
they had a rightful claim. Recently their efforts

THE
EDUCATION

OFA
NATIVE
SON



called tanzanite, and tsavorite, a green garnet
rarer, more brilliant, and more durable than
emerald. Taken together, the finds were more
than career-making, but tsavorite would be
his lifelong pursuit. “Tsavorite was like a
family member to him,” Bruce said. A Tif-
fany’s ad from 1974 debuted tsavorite, featur-
ing Bridges and crediting him as the
resourceful explorer without whom the gem
would have remained a secret. Industry
executives considered naming the gemstone
for him, apparently enamored of the market-
ing slogan suggested by his wife — “Camp-
bellite by candlelight” — but Bridges pushed
for tsavorite, after southern Kenya’s East
and West Tsavo National Parks. “Kenya has
taken me in,” he explained at the time.

But the Kenya that allowed a man like
Bridges to, quite literally, put down a stake
and pull his fortune from the ground had
changed radically since his arrival. Though
the country achieved independence from
Great Britain in 1963 and had long functioned
as an oasis of stability within Africa, the past
decade has brought the sort of trouble that
plagues many of its neighbors: tribal feuds,
rising government corruption, a tense rela-
tionship with Islamic fundamentalism, and
what economists call the resource curse — an
epidemic of graft and organized crime that
tends to accompany a lucrative extractive
industry, whether oil in Nigeria, gold in the
Congo, or diamonds in Sierra Leone. And
while the tsavorite market remained small,
with an annual wholesale value of about $4
million, most of it was generated by Bridges
alone, making it a conspicuous source of
wealth locally, in Kenya’s Taita-Taveta
County, where most people are subsistence

to intimidate him had escalated. “It makes no
difference if you are legal and have all the
documents,” one of them had said to Bridges
the day before. “We are going to take the mine
by force. We are going to kill you all.”

So Bridges asked the police commissioner
for a protective escort to the mine, but he was
refused. He then called a private security
detail, but when he stopped by its office, the
door was locked and no one answered. A
group of German tourists were headed to
meet him at the mine for a 3 PM geology lec-
ture, and given the newest round of harass-
ment, Bridges was worried for their safety.
So the 71-year-old decided to confront the
squatters himself. “He was fed up, frankly,”
his wife, Judith, said. He brought along four
askaris, or bodyguards, including his longtime
security chief, Philip Syengo, and Bridges’
son, Bruce, who ran the mining company
with him. They grabbed what weapons they
could — sticks, belt knives, a wooden club,
and an antique bayonet that hung in Bruce’s
childhood bedroom. “We didn’t imagine a
bloodbath,” Bruce said.

As they approached the property line, they
found their path blocked by large boulders
and felled trees. As soon as they got out of
the truck, 10 to 12 men rushed toward them,
armed with spears, daggers, and pangas,
long machetes used for cutting brush. The
men shouted in Swahili, “Toka mzungu” (“Get
out, white man”) and “Afrika sio ya mzungu”
(“Africa is not for white people”). Two of
Bridges’ askaris ran for the hills.

“We recognized them as the employees
of the illegal mining outfit,” Bruce said, “and
Dad immediately walked closer and tried to
calm them down. I noticed one of them had
a bow and arrow and was looking for an
angle to shoot at us. Suddenly a throng of
men, 25 to 40 of them, charged down from
a hill. We were surrounded. It was obvious
they were there to take all of us out.”

One of Bridges’ guards, Amos Kiamba,
shouted at him to get back in the truck, but
Bridges stood his ground. Suddenly one of
the gang members shouted, “Kill!” while
another swung a blade at Kiamba’s neck.
One attacker lunged at Syengo, striking him
with a club and gashing his forehead with a
panga. A spearman ran at Bridges, trying to
impale him, but he grabbed the spear, holding
off his attacker with an outstretched arm,
leaving his chest exposed. In a flash, a bowie
knife plunged deep into Bridges’ chest, mak-
ing a wound the coroner would later measure
to be eight inches deep.

“Mr. Bridges called out, ‘Hey, my sons,
someone has done me wrong,’ ” Syengo
recalled. “Bruce and I ran and held him, but
it was too late. The man who stabbed him
lifted his blade to his mouth to taste his
blood, victorious. He said, ‘Fuck off. Bridges
is dead.’ ”

Eric Konigsberg is the author of
Blood Relation.

LEFT: Campbell Bridges. BELOW: His
1967 discovery of tsasvorite, which is rarer
and more durable than emerald, put East
African gemstones on the map.

Bruce chased the spearman up the hill but
lost him in the brush, so he ran back to his
father, who was now lying in a wide pool of
blood. “I was amped on fear and adrenaline,”
he said. “Everything was in slow motion.”
One of the remaining squatters swung a
panga at his neck, but Bruce clubbed his arm
out of the way — only the dull side of the
blade made contact, tearing open his neck
nonetheless. Blood poured down, soaking
Bruce’s shirt, but he kept clubbing.

Syengo heard an attacker scream in Swa-
hili, “We have killed one of them. Run so we
are not killed.” Syengo added: “They dis-
persed. We carried Papa Bridges to the
vehicle, and I drove to the town hospital in
Voi. He was pronounced dead on arrival.”

B R I D G E S WAS  T H E S O N O F A N E N G L I S H

father and a Scottish mother but stubborn
enough to consider himself an African. He
had lived on the continent all but the first
three months of his life. People who encoun-
tered him on the sidewalks of Nairobi —
bearded, cornice-browed, and wearing a safari
jacket — sometimes mistook him for Sean
Connery. He slept 20 feet above his mine in
a tree house and kept a python to guard his
stockpile of gemstones. He wrote lyrics about
East Africa’s boundless terrain and the flying-
saucer clouds above Mount Kasigau, then set
them to music on his guitar. He could bend
a quarter with his fingers. He had a competi-
tive streak he instilled in his children. He
started an annual track-and-field day at their
private school in Nairobi so that Bruce and
his sister, Laura, both of whom hold records
decades after graduating, could be immortal-
ized on the cafeteria wall.

His accomplishments as a geologist were
legendary. In 1967 Bridges discovered two
gemstones that became the most significant
additions to the colored-stone market in
more than a century — a dazzling blue variety
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Bruce, now 37, with his mother, Judith, outside the house where he and his sister grew
up. Despite everything that’s happened, “this is still our home,” Judith said.

farmers. “The saying is that all the land there
has been stolen from the people, either by
colonialists or by the president’s family,”
a U.S. State Department official in Nairobi
told me. “In recent years, there’s been a lot
of tension over how to get that land into
the hands of the native tribes.”

In recent decades, some African nations
have undertaken reforms, reclaiming land
and resources from the descendants of
European-born plunderers in the name of
justice. But at times, well-intentioned
reclamations have become hijacked by
opportunists who exploit anticolonial senti-
ment for personal or political gain. Bridges
somehow considered himself, and Kenya,
beyond questions about whether his white-
ness made him any less deserving of a min-
eral lease in a country that had been
essentially seized by white Europeans.
Now he found himself on the wrong side
of a chasm. “We were able to fly under the
radar for a long time,” Judith said. “We had
seen this thing through difficult years.
And Campbell was not giving it up just
because someone suddenly wanted to steal
it from him.”

After Campbell’s death, Judith and Bruce
retreated to Tucson — where he has lived
part-time since his days as a sprinter at the
University of Arizona — but they have
returned often, pressing the Kenyan govern-
ment to mount a case against the killers.
“Kenya has a history of mysterious killings
like this — assassinations of whites who fell
on the wrong side of power — and they’ve
usually gone unsolved,” Bruce told me. “It
was clearly up to me to make something
happen.” Using police records from earlier
confrontations with illegal miners, Bruce
compiled a list of 18 assailants, but five years
would pass before prosecutors charged seven
alleged participants in the murder and
brought them to trial. By the time I first
visited the family in Nairobi, in December
2014, a verdict from the judge had already
been delayed for months.

“So much is riding on how the judge
rules,” Bruce said. “A not-guilty verdict is a
message from the government that we’re
not safe operating the mine. If that should
happen, the signal is clear that our time is
up in Kenya.”

Bruce and I had arranged to meet at the
Jomo Kenyatta Airport and were soon riding
into the wooded suburb of Langata, passing
through two metal gates. The watchman at
the entrance to the Bridges’ subdivision car-
ried a rifle; a second, at the edge of their yard,
held a bow and arrow. A stone house
appeared at the end of a long driveway, sur-
rounded by jacaranda trees and yesterday-
today-and-tomorrow shrubs, whose blooms
change colors twice over their three-day life
spans. Two Rhodesian ridgebacks greeted
us loudly. In the doorway stood Judith, a
white-haired woman in capri pants and
a tailored dress shirt with banker stripes.

“Welcome home,” she said, offering her
son a weary embrace. “And this is still

our home.”
Bruce, 37, is 6-foot-3 and built like a cru-

cifix, lean but imposingly muscular, with a
dutiful, tightly wound manner. When we
ate meals in their dining room, he asked me
not to sit at the head of the table. “That’s
Dad’s place, and it always remains empty,”

he said. Bruce often seemed to be trying to
reconcile a fundamental difference between
his father’s temperament and his own,
between a pioneer’s self-reliance and a
second-generation tendency toward self-
doubt. His father, he acknowledged, some-
times struggled to understand how Bruce’s
nerves got in the way of his athletic perfor-
mance. Despite having won Kenya’s national
championship in the 100-meter dash as a
boy, he finished dead last in the 2008 Olym-
pic trials a few years later.

“I led for the first 30 meters, but I got so
anxious that my glutes filled with lactic acid,”
he said. “I locked up.”

The murder has set Bruce on a quest not
only to uphold the business his father spent
his life building, but also perhaps to defend
his right to build it. When I asked whether
he and Bridges had been apprehensive about
facing off with miners who’d vowed to kill
them, he dismissed the question: “Nothing
ever frightened Dad.”

CAMPBELL BRIDGES LOVED AFRICA FOR

both the land itself and what lay beneath.
His father was a specialist in African precious
metals for a British mining concern, and the

family moved to Johannesburg in 1937, when
Bridges was a few months old. Bridges estab-
lished his first gemstone mine at the age of
six, after he found amethyst indicators under
their suburban yard. After he got his doctor-
ate, Bridges passed up lucrative offers in the
gold and diamond industries to search for
gemstones on his own.

He was in a lapidary shop in South Africa

when he met a friend who later introduced
him to Judith, an American on leave from
her geology program at UCLA. “He told the
friend, ‘There are no female geologists,’ but
we hit it off anyway,” Judith recalled. “A little
while into things, he said he was going pros-
pecting in Tanzania for three weeks, and did
I want to join him? He had all the aerial
maps, so we camped out.”

They arrived in the city of Arusha in 1967
to find bazaar stands teeming with samples
of a translucent purplish-blue stone. The
first specimens of tanzanite had surfaced
nearby earlier that year, but it was still a local
find. Bridges bought several jerricans full of
rough stones, brought them to New York,
and landed a deal to procure as many as he
could. Fueled by a lavish promotion that
featured Elizabeth Taylor wearing a pair of
eight-carat earrings cut from stones that
Bridges had found, the market for tanzanite
thrived, with 2 million carats’ worth pro-
duced within a decade. Bridges profited, of
course, but his involvement lasted only a
couple of years before the Tanzanian govern-
ment nationalized the entire mining indus-
try, in 1971, shutting out independent and
nonnative operators.

The man lifted his blade to his
mouth to taste his blood,
victorious. “Bridges is dead.”
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So Bridges turned his attention to tsavorite.
He’d first encountered the mysterious green
crystals in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) back
in 1961. “Attempting to dodge a charging cape
buffalo, he had jumped into a gully and
noticed them flashing in the sunlight,” Bruce
said, recounting the oft-repeated lore that had
long since made its way into the stone’s mar-
keting plan. Bridges discovered more tsavorite
in Tanzania and traced the strike into southern
Kenya, where he was able to purchase mineral
rights. “The stones didn’t stop at the border,”
Judith said. In 1971 he built his own mine in
what is now known as Taita-Taveta County
and began production.

“Tsavorite really was a ‘new’ discovery in
the sense that, up until then, it had probably
only been seen by the native population,
which wasn’t aware of the commercial poten-
tial,” said Peter C. Keller, president of Cali-
fornia’s Bowers Museum and author of
Gemstones of East Africa.

The introduction of the two stones had a
major impact on the gemstone market, which
until then had considered “precious” only
diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and sapphires.
Tsavorite’s price rose steadily, from $150 per
carat to $750, where it hovered. (Today a one-
to two-carat tsavorite of high quality may sell
for $4,000 per carat retail, about a quarter of
what a comparable emerald can fetch.) The
biggest problem, paradoxically, was inven-
tory: There simply wasn’t enough tsavorite
in existence to establish much demand. The
heat and geologic disruption that created the
stone, millions of years ago, were so violent
that they also broke most of it apart. In any
given year, as few as 15 to 20 pieces larger
than three carats tended to surface.

It would take decades for tsavorite to
become economically viable for Bridges. To
scrape by, he opened a jewelry store in Nai-

melon-size nodule containing five kilograms
of top-grade tsavorite. The first day’s haul
came to more than 25,000 carats of finished
gemstones, at least a hundred of which were
five carats or larger. (A conservative estimate
would put the overall retail value around
$7 million.) Bruce recalls his father strug-
gling to remain stoic in front of their employ-
ees. “You don’t want to alert anybody to what
you’ve found. Word gets out.”

It was a giant breakthrough, but it came
at what would prove to be the worst imagin-
able moment in Kenya’s recent history. The
coastal region had become one of several
tinderboxes of intertribal hostility, fueled by
disputes over which ethnic clans had the
right to the land and its bounty. Two years
after Bridges’ Scorpion bonanza, there was
a disputed presidential election in Kenya
that instigated a national political crisis
marked by riots in Taita-Taveta and other
areas. And in a local electoral race that came
to define the mood, an incumbent member
of parliament — Bridges’ friend Basil Criti-
cos, a sisal baron from a Greek family — lost
his seat to a well-known agitator named
Naomi Shaban, and his land was set upon
by more than ten thousand squatters.

“It caught us off guard,” said Criticos,
who eventually agreed to sell and donate
vast parcels of his property to the govern-
ment for the resettlement of natives. Still,
Bridges considered himself immune to a
similar ouster: “When I tried to discuss
Campbell’s safety with him, he said, ‘Oh, no.
The people are with me.’ ”

It wasn’t long after the region’s political
tumult erupted that Bridges became aware
of bandits digging on his concession at night,
and it was immediately evident they were a
different class of criminal than the penny-
ante poachers he’d countenanced in the past.
“They were organized and connected,” said
Jim Walker, one of Bridges’ directors at the
time. “They materialized out of nowhere.”
The interlopers professed a legal claim to
the mining rights, posting what prosecutors
later determined was a bogus license to
develop Bridges’ mine. Twice when Bridges
complained, the local authorities arrested
some of the pirates for trespassing and con-
fiscated their tsavorite haul — only to quietly
release them soon after. Even the name of
the mining company the newcomers had
started, Tia Akili, was menacing. The direct
translation from Swahili is “Put wisdom,”
but in spirit it means something more like
“Watch your step.”

As Tia Akili’s occupation of the mine con-
tinued, a local representative in Kenya’s par-
liament, Calist Mwatela, began voicing his
support, holding a press conference to declare
its presence on Bridges’ territory as “autho-
rized by law.” One day Bridges and his
employees were physically threatened by Tia
Akili’s miners. He wrote down the license
plate number of the car in which they drove
away and learned that it was registered to

robi and sold other minerals from his per-
sonal collection. “It was frustrating to Dad
that the world didn’t catch on,” Bruce said.
“Occasionally, when prices were low, he
wouldn’t sell at all. He’d say, ‘Do you have
any idea what this is?’ ”

A M O N G  T H E  H A N D F U L  O F  W H I T E S

attempting to make a living off the land in
the region, Bridges stood out for hiring
natives as managers. Many remained in his
employ for decades. “Campbell knew that
you cannot succeed at a business if you don’t
get along with the locals,” Judith said. The
Bridges didn’t see themselves as nonnatives
dedicated to plunder, which is how their
eventual usurpers would characterize them,
but as rugged settlers who somehow man-
aged to thrive in a hard country.

To many in his cohort, Bridges and his
family were living an anachronistic existence
from the moment they set up shop in Kenya.

“They didn’t automatically fit in with the
professional tribe here, Campbell being a
bit rough,” said his friend Peter Paterson, a
beekeeper whose father directed Kenya’s
medical service during British rule. “And
that was an odd time for enterprise people
to come and seek their fortune, after inde-
pendence, when many Europeans here were
being pressured by the government to sell
their land for a pittance and leave the coun-
try.” Jay Hewitt, another friend, explained
the underlying dread of many nonnative
Kenyans: “Having everything taken from
you is in the back of everyone’s mind,” she
said. “Did Campbell see it coming? We all
do. We simply don’t talk about it.”

Bridges’ fortunes began to change in
November 2005. He had been working at
what he called his Scorpion Mine when he
hit upon the largest cache of his lifetime, a

Chief bodyguard Philip Syengo, 45, was fiercely loyal to Bridges, even naming his son
after him. “For him,” he said, “I would do anything a person can describe.”
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Bruce felt that trying to mine tsavorite while
the case hung in limbo would be unsafe, it
was similarly unwise to leave the facility
unguarded. So they kept a skeleton staff
around to dig up yellow tourmaline, an inex-
pensive stone used to make beads.

Syengo is a hulking man of 45 with babyish
features that were at odds with his warlord
getup: gold-rimmed sunglasses, camo base-
ball cap, and most power-conferringly, a
Ceska pistol that fishtailed from beneath the
hem of his shirt. He said he’d often addressed
Bridges as his father “because in the years
that I worked for him, he gave me money
from his pocket for two donkeys so that I
could carry water into my town and make for
myself a small farm.” He added, “For him I
would do anything a person can describe. My
son I have named after him: Bridges Syengo.”

Syengo tended to attach a strategic twist
to his every action, and most of these involved
turning distinctions among Kenya’s ethnic
tribes to his advantage. In the front seat
Syengo folded a red plaid blanket around his
shoulders, which he said would lead people
to mistake him for a Masai. (He is of Kamba
descent.) “Other tribes think Masai are stu-
pid,” Syengo said. “That can be useful.”

The A-4 highway swept past the concrete
plants of Nairobi’s outer ring and cut across
the savanna. Less than a hundred yards
away, zebras and giraffes ran wild. We
stopped to buy tomatoes from a roadside
stand, where Syengo

Bridges only in the sense that for once they
found themselves on the wrong side of the
people in power. “We’ve been around war-
lords before, but they always had a Western
bent,” Judith said. Still, they continued to
feel that their long-earned sense of belonging
would prevail.

Indeed, after some deliberation the
Kenyan mining commissioner upheld
Bridges’ exclusive prospecting license. On
August 6, 2009, the office sent an eviction
notice to Tia Akili, giving them two weeks
to be off the land.

Bridges was killed four days later.

T H E  C A S E  AG A I N ST  B R I D G E S ’  K I L L E R S

would likely have remained cold without the
efforts of Philip Syengo, Bridges’ chief body-
guard. Syengo led a search for the culprits
and turned several over to the police himself.
I met him early one morning as we set out
on the seven-hour drive from Nairobi to the
mine, where he was to deliver the employees’
payroll from a large wad of cash entrusted
to him by “Mama Judith.” Although she and

Mwatela’s wife. When Bruce obtained a filing
from the company, he saw that it listed Mwa-
tela as the majority shareholder.

And that wasn’t the only powerful politi-
cian associated with Tia Akili. Shaban, the
area’s other member of parliament, also
began defending the company’s presence.
She said Bridges and his refusal to surrender
the tsavorite mine had created “a feeling of
unfairness” among natives, and that “locals

felt they were being shortchanged and
harassed” by the white family’s presence. In
time Bruce learned that Shaban was a cousin
of Daniel Mnene, the man who ran Tia
Akili’s camp at the mine and who investiga-
tors believed was a partial owner. In court
she would refer to Mnene as her “uncle.”

“We think we are dealing with small-scale
miners, but when we sent somebody to inves-
tigate, we realized this was a cartel,” a high-
ranking official in Kenya’s mining ministry
told me. (Shaban did not respond to requests
to discuss the case. Mwatela declined to be
interviewed, citing a lawsuit he has brought
against several Kenyan newspapers for their
reporting on the mine. “My reputation has
been injured,” he wrote in an email.) Tia
Akili’s high-level support shocked the

“When people say revenge doesn’t
feel better, well it does. It was
pretty bloody satisfying, actually.”

Miners earlier this year in the Bridges’ Scorpion Mine shafts, in southern Kenya,
which now operates with a skeleton crew who earn roughly $120 each a month.

(continued on page 96)
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ONCE U PON A TI M E everything was differ-
ent about baseball. The best players were
people, not media-trained jock-bots who
say and think nothing that isn’t stamped
on their OS by the time they reach Single-
A ball. They could grow up in public then,
make all their dumb mistakes without
reading about them daily in the tabloids,
or stumble out of strip clubs at 4 AM and not
be rushed by the mutants from TMZ. They
drank beer at their lockers, chain-smoked
after games, and gave belligerent quotes
that the beat guys softened so a beanball
war wouldn’t erupt in the series finale. “We
really liked the players, and the players liked
us,” the Beat Guy says. “They knew we were
there because we loved the game — and
some of us even understood it.”

The Beat Guy was one of those writers.
He’d grown up playing at a pretty high level
— travel ball, varsity, regional playoffs in
high school — but his feel for the game was
better than his swing and he mostly rode
the bench. A small-town kid and son of two
immigrants, he was a cultural loner at his
liberal arts college, where he was disdained
as a jock and a hick. “In college especially,
baseball killed me with women. It was one
rung down from the chess team.” He was
completely unprepared, then, for what came
next: a job at a big-town tabloid. At first he
fetched coffee, proofed the box-scores page,
and very nervously rode the metro home.

After several years of under-the-gun
training on lesser sports, he was suddenly
assigned the Monarchs’ beat at the ripe old
age of 25. That first spring training, he was
scared so shitless that he hid behind other
beat guys as they quizzed players. In that
cut-throat culture, no one would show him
where to go or tell him which players pro-
vided solid quotes. He says, “If only someone
had told me what I’ve since told all the new
guys: ‘You’re not writing literature. People
read you while taking a dump. Type the first
thing you think of and follow it out.’”

Over the next couple of months, he got
his bearings. Several things occurred to
him in short order. First, most of the players
were richer versions of him — too young,
immature, and small-town simple to know
how to handle the big stage. Second, there
were almost no limits on his access. He
could show up several hours before the other
writers and calmly get to know the players
if he wanted to. And last, all the players ever
seemed to want to talk about was the chase-
down, then disposal, of new women.

Early in, he got a bird’s-eye view of how
girl-crazy the whole sport was. The Beat
Guy made friends with the Monarchs’ right
f ielder, a great-looking guy who got into
a good college and could form a complete
thought without keeling over. He and the
right fielder, whom we’ll call Georgetown,
spent a lot of time together one spring train-
ing. Georgetown was sharing a house with a
Monarchs fielder called Dirt Bomb, a farm-
town kid he’d met in the minors. The Beat

hunting club girl and her friends. The guys
had just shotgunned their f irst round of
beers when four women approached. Three
of them were splendid; the fourth was
obese — pretty in her way and livelier than
the others, but just out-of-the-question fat.
After 20 minutes of chitchat, two things
became clear: (1) The other girls weren’t
leaving the club without her, and (2) she was
the Beat Guy’s obligation.

“You gotta fuck the fat girl,” said Strider.
“Take one for the team tonight, man.”

“No way!” said the Beat Guy. “She’s wear-
ing a tent.”

“Tough. You’re fucking the Tent,” said
Rico Suave, the third baseman. “Low man
on the totem pole.”

“Here,” said Strider, turning his back
to the girls. He reached into his wallet and
pulled out a hundred. “Is that enough to get
you hard?”

“Shit,” said the Beat Guy. “I wouldn’t kiss
her for that.”

“Who said kiss her?” Suave said, peeling
off a hundy of his own. “Take her back and
show her your fucking golf swing.”

“Nope. Not happening.”
Everyone turned to Driller, who was on

his f irst contract and still tossing around
ten-spots as if they were barbells. Glumly,
Driller put up his hundred.

The Beat Guy looked at Strider. “One
more or forget it. I need four hundred bucks
to fuck the Tent.”

Strider looked him over. “All right, but we
want details. Chapter and verse tomorrow —
and give her your best.”

Sitting back in his seat now, the Beat Guy
winces and stares out the window at the
traffic. He’s since evolved to the point where
he’s horrified, not amused, by these stories.
For him, they aren’t excused by the ethos of
the Eighties. Bad behavior is karma, not an
era. “I was literally the worst human being
alive,” he says. “I’m amazed no one shot me.”

“Right, but did you?” I ask. “Did you give
the Tent your best?”

The Beat Guy’s eyes are the pallid blue
you see on the walls of old hospitals. He
shuts them a moment, measuring his shame
to the last drop. “Oh, I fucked her but good,”
he says. “And the hell of it is, she was great.”

team of heathens — the most hell-bent in
baseball — it helped greatly that pretty
women liked him.

That was his press pass into the real show,
the one that started after every road game.
But professional athletes are a skittish bunch,
and it wasn’t until his second season cover-
ing the team that the players trusted him
enough to take him clubbing. This was back
in the late Eighties, before billions poured in
from Fox and TBS and made everyone stu-
pid rich, even the bench guys. In those days,
teams stayed at the Marriott, not the Ritz-
Carlton, and kicked off their evenings at the
hotel bar. On this team — let’s call them the
Midway Monarchs, to keep the libel lawyers
guessing — there were five or six stars who
assembled each night to guzzle beer, snort
coke, and gather their harem of big-haired
girls to tag-team upstairs in their suites.
“It was all so easy,” says the Beat Guy, sip-
ping spring water. In his careful middle age,
he has egg whites for lunch and drinks
nothing much stronger than hard cider.
“We’d sit there and wait for them to approach
the table. ‘Hi,’ they’d say. ‘I’m a really big
fan. Could I sit with you guys a second?’
And Strider, a pitcher and king of the non-
chalant put-down, would say, ‘Eh, I s’pose.
Whatever.’”

Strider (whose name has been changed
in this piece, as have all the players’) was
a long, lean whip of a right-hander — a kid
with a filthy slider, a Ford model’s looks, and
a precocious sense of how to work a hitter.
Along with Driller and T.J., Strider formed
the backbone of a pitching staff that had
come of age together, turning a bad team
good in a couple of years. They were young
and they were pretty, a new breed of star
who liked to party in public and who didn’t
give a fuck who saw them do it.

That night at the bar, there wasn’t much
to pick from, so they all piled into a couple
of cabs and headed to an all-hours joint.
Every baseball town had one, but this place
was bionic: a giant, throbbing dance f loor,
buxom bar girls, and plenty of dark corners
in which to turn invisible with a trophy-

Paul Solotaroff is a Men’s Journal
contributing editor.

The Beat Guy was young then and lethal around

women, at least the kind of women who liked

coarse treatment. He was an odd algorithm of

masculine beauty: the sun-kissed charm of one

of Titian’s cherubs and the body of a Big Ten

wrestler. Players knew he was special from

the day he showed up — he had a swagger that

reminded them of themselves. And with that
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promptly bumped the media off its plane.
“So, no, I didn’t see the worst stuff f irst-
hand,” says the Beat Guy. “But who knew a
user better than me?” He’d started in himself
as a kid out of college, haunting the dance
spots downtown. In the early Eighties, you
couldn’t hit a disco without catching a con-
tact freeze. “I was one of those guys who did
coke to keep drinking,” he says. “That’s how
you stayed awake at 4AM.” And since he didn’t
have to start work until mid-afternoon, he
could “mortgage away a day and barely feel
it.” What saved him — and the players — was
the schedule: They played away games only
half the time.

“Back home, at least in season, was when
you rested up,” he says. “Most of us were
married or had long-term girlfriends.” Not
that the players made it up to their spouses
on the warm summer nights they stayed in.

Guy went out with them a lot
during those seven weeks, and
he very often woke up wildly
hung over to a house teeming
with half-dressed women. “I’d
stumble out of bed and they’d
be passed out on the couch or
walking around the kitchen in
their panties.” Georgetown’s
girls were gorgeous, but Dirt
Bomb’s were a different story.
“He had to have sex with some-
one every half hour and would
bring home the counter girl
from Denny’s.” A gifted men-
tal patient is how the Beat Guy
describes him. “I’ve covered
a number of guys who were
certif iable, but he was top of
the pops.”

Even for the Monarchs, Dirt
was a whore of a different color.
He bitched about playing time,
alienated his friends, and was
the first of the Monarchs to go
hog wild for steroids, trans-
forming himself in a couple of
years. “He had acne on his acne
and Popeye arms,” the Beat
Guy says. “He didn’t give a fuck
what people thought. “When
other guys razzed him, he said,
‘I’m going for mine. I’m getting
every dollar before I quit.’ ”

But that, of course, was later,

in the mid-Nineties, when the Jose Cansecos
and the Mark McGwires spawned a genera-
tion of drug cheats. The Eighties weren’t
really about performance enhancers. No,
the Eighties were about fun-house drugs,
and the Monarchs’ favorite was cocaine.
It was everywhere on the team, and it trav-
eled well: Their road trips were rock-star
bonkers. “Guys never used in front of me —
it was the line they wouldn’t cross — but
they told me about the madness later.” There
was the epic party after a play-off win, when
players were so stoned they waged food
fights that did many thousands of dollars
in property damage, and practically tore
the doors off their suite bathrooms to snort
more rails off the counter.

For ages the Monarchs f lew the beat
guys with them, but when management got
a whiff of how deranged the squad was, it

They’d gotten married far too
young to girls they’d met in
the minors, and now that they
were stars, walking scratch
posts for groupies, many of
the guys treated their wives
like last year’s cleats.

Most of the players had
“Annies” in every road town,
women they’d call before
boarding the plane and make
plans to be with when they
landed. The trick, says the
Beat Guy, was to hide their
names and numbers from the
eyes of suspecting spouses.
A common ploy was to f ile
them on slips of paper, which
they’d hand to the Monarchs’
clubhouse staff. Clubbies also
worked as pimps for a couple
of the team’s stars. They’d go
to the hotel lobby with two
signed baseballs and ask girls
if they wanted to meet so-and-
so. If they said yes, the clubbies
would bring them upstairs,
where the star, shirtless, would
greet them at the door.

For that absurdly gifted
club, f lings mattered as much
as rings. It was a badge of
honor to play hung over and
still beat the tar out of other
teams. “They’d yell, ‘We’re the
Oakland Raiders of baseball!’”
the Beat Guy says. “ ‘We’re the
last stop before rehab!’”

I N THOSE DAYS — the golden
age of newsprint’s power —
the Monarchs were covered by
several dailies, each of which
dispatched at least two writers
to bird-dog every breath the
players took. The Beat Guy
filed three times a day: once
before the game, for out-of-
state subscribers; next, a bare-

bones recap after the game went final; and
then, of course, the city edition, with its fire-
breathing lede and ballistic quotes an hour
and change after the last out. It was brutal
work done six days a week, and you had to
be at your absolute best while dog tired at
11 PM. “I had 50 minutes to bang out 600
words after I talked to the players,” he says.
“You couldn’t do the job unless you lived and
breathed baseball, found something in every
game that f ired you up.” What made his
prose pop was a knack for building stories
around that one pivotal moment every night.

For all the wear and tear of his strange
vocation — the deadline adrenaline that
kept him up, bug-eyed, until 4 or 5 AM; the
deplorable food served at the parks; the end-
less jet lag, predawn arrivals, and fighting
to stay awake as he drove home — the Beat
Guy prized that life and its many pleasures.

“They’d yell, ‘We’re
the Oakland Raiders
of baseball!’ says
the Beat Guy.
‘We’re the last stop
before rehab!’ ”
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pay a karmic price for his past-life mistreat-
ment of women. This isn’t just something he
jokes about to friends. No, it guts him that a
guy like him could mosey along and trample
his daughters’ sweetness. But that’s the way
the conscience crumbles: You frolic for five
years, then suffer for 20. He knows that he
has just started doing penance.

Of his many guilt gems, Alison shines the
brightest. She was his first seri-
ous girlfriend after college, a tall,
peppery blonde who worked for
one of the airlines and fell for him
hook, line, and sinker. Though
they weren’t living together, the
two were rarely apart when the
Beat Guy came down off the road.
She cooked for him, tidied up his
roach-trap apartment, and blew
his doors off in bed. “Any other
guy would’ve kissed the ground
she walked on,” he says. “Me? I
couldn’t keep it in my pants.”

One morning at 7, she called
him in Chicago. The Beat Guy
was in the john, heaving up his
guts, so the girl who’d slept over
answered the phone. “Who is
this?” cried Alison. “Put him
on right now! You tell him it’s
his girlfriend calling!” Five
hours later she was in the lobby
of his hotel, after she’d hopped
aboard the next f light. (As an
airline employee, she f lew for
free.) The girl was still with
him when Alison pounded on
the door to his room. “I can hear
you in there, asshole,” she said.
“Open the door! Open, or I’m
calling security!”

“Oof !” I groan, reaching
instinctively for my groin. “What
the hell did you do?”

“What could I do?” he says. “I opened the
door. She came in and f lushed my sweater
down the toilet.”

“And?”
He makes a compress of his palms and

sponges his brow, as if trying to wipe away
the telltale trace. “After talking a while, we
agreed I was a bad person.”

I’ve known the Beat Guy for decades and
have been after him almost as long to sit and
write his story as Anonymous. For better
or worse, fate dropped a pearl in his lap,
giving him the looks and charm to embed
with a team that was everything great and
ghastly about the game. Few sportswriters
had ever gained such unfettered access to
the hypertrophied heart of male privilege.
It was like living on the plane with Zeppelin
in ’73, during the band’s Song Remains the
Same tour, or being Don Juan’s wingman
in 14th-century Spain as he bull-rushed the
women of Seville. But he always put me off,
saying no, he wasn’t ready — there were his
wife and kids to consider. Also, what team
would let him inside its clubhouse if people

had a sudden heart attack, Strider sent a
Monarchs poster, signed by every player, to
the hospital with a big bouquet. “I took some
time off to be with my dad, and when I came
back, the guys hugged me and applauded,”
he says. “I mean, trust me, I get it: They did
bad things to women and fucked away their
shot to be a great team, not just good. But
you have to understand that they were the

Biebers of their day — kids who got famous
way too fast. Let’s see you try to handle that
at age 23. I was 50 rungs below them and I
sure couldn’t.”

TH E B E AT G U Y is married and has teenage
daughters to whom he is deeply devoted.
Though he still covers baseball, he now has a
job that lets him pick up his kids after school
and ferry them to ballet classes. His oldest
has reached an age when she’s catnip to boys,
and the Beat Guy torments himself that she’ll

He loved the crowded press box and its
in-game rhythms: the young guys on the
phone, making plans for a late-night drink
with the girls they’d met the night before;
the geezers chatting up their bookies back
home, trying to get a bet in at Hialeah; and
the running jokes and scabrous gibes that
bounced back and forth among friends. “I
had a group I ran with when I wasn’t with
the players,” he says — three or
four beat guys who would go
out, get trashed, and share sto-
ries until 3 AM. They were living
their teenage dream: watching
games for a living and getting
laid by association. “If a girl
even saw you talking to the
players, she and her girlfriends
had to come meet you.”

Then there was the glorious
chance to watch the game up
close. Spring training in those
days was a loose affair: 800
fans camped out in the stands,
and reporters parked in plastic
folding chairs on the playing
f ield. One day the Beat Guy
was treated to a duel between
Dino, the Monarchs’ slugger,
and a bitter rival’s lefty ace.
The lefty was dealing, painting
mid-90s smoke, but Dino, just
a kid then, was on top of every
fastball, fouling them back over
the Beat Guy’s head. It was less
an at-bat than a 10-pitch cage
match — and he sat 30 feet
behind the plate. “That day it
really hit me: These guys are
superheroes and I’m the lucky
stiff who tells their story.”

He started at 35 grand a year
and lived beyond his means but
still banked money. “I never
bought a drink when I was out with the play-
ers,” he says. “They got mad if I even reached
for my wallet.” Steakhouses, strip clubs — all
expensed by his paper because of his killer
access to the players. “No one else was get-
ting the blockbuster quotes or off-the-record
news about the team. I had players talking
shit about others’ drinking or about [the
manager] Skip’s bending over for his best
player, Dino, giving him days off whenever
he wanted. Some of my best stuff was from
those guys. They’d tell me their secrets, and
I’d tell them mine.”

Those secrets — which player was bang-
ing another’s girlfriend, or which Mon-
archs star was getting busy with his boy
toys across town — never made it into the
Beat Guy’s stories. He didn’t just love the
game, he loved the men who played it and
ignored their every rudeness and peccadillo.
The smart ones knew that and returned his
warmth, hanging out with him as friends
after the season. Several dropped by his
nephew’s hockey games or invited him to
play tennis at their clubs. When his father

“No sportswriter
has ever gained
such access — it
was like living on
the plane with
Zeppelin during
their 1973 tour.”
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put me on warning posters: This is your face
before beer. This is your face after.’ ” The for-
mer pretty boy became puffy, putting on 20
pounds, none of them useful. Where once
his arm whipped through, now it dawdled,
taking some of the hair off his curve.

So too with T.J., who’d been Nureyev on
the mound, a beautifully balanced firebird
bringing the heat. No one could figure out
where his fastball went, and he was years too
young to lose that gorgeous gas. Without it,
he was naked, a one-pitch pitcher. Hitters
jumped his curve and pummeled mistakes.

Same thing with Driller: early seasons of
brilliance, then a decline to merely efficient.
A funny, ebullient kid when he wasn’t plas-
tered at 2 AM, he’d work to keep the locker
room loose, even when the team was com-
ing undone. Of the dozens of debauched
moments, here’s the most printable: The
Monarchs kept their clubhouse monitor
tuned to hardcore porn, an all-day feed of
Seka and Traci Lords looped on the VCR.
One getaway day, the team was scrambling
to make its plane, but Driller was parked
in front of the tube, avidly whacking off
to a three-way scene. Everyone stood by,
watching and laughing as he hammed up
his grunts and pillow chatter. The manager
walked in, jaw agape, and screamed at him
to pull up his pants and board the bus. “Hold
on, Skip. I’m commmming!” yelled Driller.

But the Driller you’d encounter after
his sixth or eighth beer was a very differ-
ent guy. As the years passed and his booz-
ing progressed, the fun and games shaded
into something else. He developed a taste
for rough sex and pushed it past the point
of light spanking. “The women would con-
sent,” the Beat Guy says, “but some left
bruised.” This was toward the end of that
era, when he heard about other stars who
used force on dates. He’s now galled that he
didn’t pursue those leads. “A couple of those
bastards should’ve gone to jail,” he says.
Asked why he’d declined to, he says nothing
for several seconds, pushing around the last
of his veggie omelet. “I — I was just a beat
guy covering a game. Who would take what
I wrote seriously?”

Perhaps it’s friendship talking, but I tend
to believe him: Star athletes had the ben-
efit of the doubt then. For decades they’d
been using their fame like a cudgel, wreak-
ing mayhem on women and then strutting
away. So it was in football (see: Simpson,
Orenthal James), and so it was in baseball
(DiMaggio, Joe). But then something hap-
pened in 1991 that forever shifted the levers
of public trust. Mike Tyson was indicted,
and later convicted, for raping Desiree
Washington in his lavish hotel suite in
Indiana. He was given six years in prison at
the very top of his fame. “The effect of that
case, both the charges and the outcome, sent
a shock wave through all of baseball,” says
the Beat Guy. “Now not only was a woman
being heard, but juries were ready to send
your ass to jail.”

figured out who he was? He still loved the
job, even after the sport became a nightly
version of the home-run derby as player after
player hit the juice. How could he even think
of chancing that?

But as the game degraded in the Nineties,
so did the job of covering it. It began, says the
Beat Guy, with the birth of sports talk radio,
which badly frayed his connection with the
players. “What those call-in shows did was
enrage the guys and make them paranoid,”
he says. “They’d tune in to listen while they
drove to the park and hear fans rip them up
and down.” It was ugly and uninformed and
egged on by hosts who knew nothing about
the game. By the mid-Nineties, teams had
walled off the players: They cut locker-room
hours for writers, posted security in the club-
house, and sent team flacks down to monitor
conversations between the media and the
stars. Eventually players stopped speaking
altogether, except in snatches of jock-world
Esperanto, beginning each sentence with
“at the end of the day” and ending it with “on
the same page.”

It was enough to make you run to the
manager’s office — except that he, too, was
suddenly off-limits. “For years I’d drop in
on Skip, who’d say, ‘What do you need?
Soda’s in the fridge if you’re thirsty.’ ” The
Beat Guy would ask why he’d made a cer-
tain move — say, brought in the lefty early
or double-switched in the eighth. By doing
so, he learned to think along with the man-
ager and shared that knowledge with his
readers. But now there was a press confer-
ence in the dugout, and good luck getting in
a two-part question.

Then there were the changes that didn’t
come from on high. The Monarchs eventu-
ally replaced that earlier breed of playboys,
now aged and scattered, with a joyless
bunch whose objective was to get big and
get paid. Players’ salaries doubled between
1989 and 1992, and then doubled again
by decade’s end. The younger generation
could make a killing, not just a living, and
did everything possible to goose their earn-
ing potential. They stopped snorting coke
and shot Winstrol instead; chugged Met-
Rx shakes, not Old Milwaukee; and worked
out compulsively in the team’s new weight
room. The Beat Guy loathed them. They
practically juiced in front of him, turning
their lockers into GNC outlets. “They were
begging to be taken down, but I just couldn’t
do it,” he says. “It would’ve been the end of
me as a writer. The team would’ve pulled
not only my credentials but everyone else’s
at my paper.”

As for that demon group he’d covered in
the Eighties, things didn’t end well for them.
By the end of the decade, their orbit decayed
and they began to break apart like so much
space junk. For years, after games, they’d
boarded the bus with three beers slung in
a sock, having packed them end to end in
one of their stirrups to swig on the ride to
the hotel. “Strider used to joke, ‘They should

Two months later came the coup de grâce:
Magic Johnson’s announcement that he
had “attained the HIV” from extramarital
heterosexual sex. Players ran to get tested,
then tested again, panicked that they’d slept
with someone who’d slept with Johnson. A
few diehards still straggled out at night, but
they found the nightclubs empty of willing
women. “This is bullshit!” groused a player. “I
can’t even get a hand job because of Magic!”

And that, says the Beat Guy, was the end
of that, the roll-up of baseball’s three-ring
orgy. But it wasn’t just the Monarchs living
the mackadocious life; most teams who flew
into town to play them would get crushed in
the second game of a three-game series. “If
you were betting baseball,” he says, “it was
a solid-gold lock: The road team would go to
this legendary club and stumble in at 5 AM.

They barely had the strength to tie their
shoes that night. The bookies figured it out
and made a fortune.”

“And you? Did you bet the gimme
games?”

He’s been balling and unballing a paper
napkin for most of 20 minutes. The smile
he gives now is a tired wince. “No, I didn’t.
I’m an idiot, right? But of all the shit I regret,
that’s not on the list.”

THESE DAYS, THE BEAT GUY goes to several
games a week but rarely enters the club-
house. “There are no players at their lock-
ers, so why bother?” he says. “Everyone’s
hiding off-limits.” Where once there were
two places to duck the writers — the weight
room and the trainers’ office — now there
are lounges, video suites, an indoor batting
cage, and a theater for f irst-run movies,
all of them barred to the media. “Most of
the senior writers don’t even go to games.”
Instead they work from home, calling assis-
tant GMs to write the one thing they care
about, “trade rumors.”

When the Beat Guy trudges to the press
box, he feels like a ghost. A handful of kids
now cover the game, “stat nerds” indiffer-
ent to what’s happening on the f ield. To
them, he says, it’s all just metrics. In place of
columnists and sidebar writers are a dozen
other young men tapping on phones: team-
hired bloggers tweeting the pitch-by-pitch
to shut-ins too inert to watch the game.
“Baseball writing’s dead, or it will be when
we quit.”

So why does he still do it — fight the traffic
to the park, where for three-plus hours he’ll
watch a slow-death game while captive to the
horror of hair-metal anthems and the whiff of
piss-warm beer? “Because I fuckin’ love it,” he
says irately, insulted that anyone wouldn’t.
“My 98-mile heater versus your best swing?
It’s the last honest thing we get to watch.” Yes,
the players are now dumb as rocks and dish-
pan dull to talk to, but the Beat Guy got to
cover them when they weren’t. “They would
be bombed all night, too tired to take BP. But
even hung over they could step in the box and
turn around a fastball in their sleep.” MJ
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G E A R L A B

The Right
Brew for You
You drink it daily, but odds are your cofee
game hasn’t changed in years. Whether
you’re a lazy addict, a tinkerer, or a full-blown
cofee geek, here’s how to re-create the cofee
revolution at home. by CLINT CARTER

Co�ee extraction
is chemistry,

but you don’t need
a Ph.D. to perfect

your morning
beverage.

There are probably
a hundred ways to
make a cup of cofee,

and yet at the heart of every
one lies the same simple pro-
cess: Water extracts flavor
from beans. (Well, techni-
cally they’re cofee seeds,
but we’re not splitting hairs.)
If you control water temper-
ature, steep time, and grind
size, you’ll end up with a
delicious cup. Neglect those
variables and you’ll likely
be stuck with bitter sludge
and a trip to the cofee shop
to blow another $4.

Thankfully, perfection has
become easier to achieve.
Innovative brewing tools
ofer precision controls that
put your stain-riddled Mr.
Cofee machine to shame.
It’s now possible to make
delicious joe yourself,
regardless of whether you’re
willing to embark on a daily
routine of manual pour-over
brewing or you just want a
fresh pot waiting for you
in the morning. Here’s how.
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G E A R L A B

Better Beans
Delivered to
Your Doorstep

Cofee is best consumed fresh. Unfortu-
nately, supermarket beans are likely
months old at best, and even those
vacuum-sealed bags can’t really stop the
staling process. So look for a roast date —
not a “use by” date — on packaging, says
Todd Goldsworthy, Klatch Cofee brewing
instructor and two-time U.S. Brewer’s Cup
winner. “It’s best to buy beans within a
week of the roast date,” he says. And then
use them within two weeks of purchase.
Oh, and avoid shiny beans. That oil is flavor
seeping out, a sign of age.

To find reliable cofee, we tested the
subscription delivery services that ship
fresh beans nationwide. Here are the best.

1. Blue Bottle
at Home
BEST FOR
CONSISTENCY
With just over two
dozen locations and
an outsize online
presence, Blue
Bottle is bringing
slow brew to the
masses. And the
subscription service
is part of its appeal.
Pick blends or
single-origin beans.
Starts at $14/
12-ounce bag; blue
bottlecofee.com

2. Crema.co
BEST FOR
EXPERIMENTING
Use the Netflix-style
queue to line up
beans, choosing from
16 roasters (with more
to come), and they’ll
arrive in your mailbox
on a set schedule.
Rate purchases with
a thumbs-up or down;
the site will make
recommendations
based on your
preferences. Starts
at $15/12-ounce
bag; crema.co

3. Pachamama
Coffee CSA
BEST FOR SINGLE-
ORIGIN ROAST
Pachamama is a
global co-op of cofee
farmers, so more
of your money reaches
the people in the
field. Each month
you get a new
single-origin roast.
The Ethiopian
Yirgachefe they sent
us was just mind-
blowing. Starts at
$25/1-pound bag;
cofeecsa.org

4. Craft Coffee
BEST FOR
CUSTOMIZATION
Tell this Brooklyn-
based company
which brand of cofee
you prefer — whether
that’s Stumptown,
Starbucks, or Folgers —
and it will pair you
with beans. The
single-origin options
are limited, but the
blends come in a full
spectrum of roasts.
Starts at $18/24-
ounce shipment;
craftcofee.com

The
Lazy Joe

Control:

BREWER
PROFILE
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Cuisinart Deluxe Grinder Conical Burr Mill
A dedicated grinder will give you more control over your grind size, which can have a big
impact on flavor. “A grinder is your most important piece of brewing equipment,” says Golds-
worthy. “It will make a huge diference in the quality of your cup.” Go with a burr machine,

like the Cuisinart Deluxe Grind Conical Burr Mill. Unlike blade grinders, which chop some beans into
a fine dust while leaving others the size of pebbles, burr grinders crush beans uniformly. And Cuisin-
art’s simplifies the process with an auto option: When you’re in a rush, dial in how many cups you
want, press start, and the machine will spit out a measured dose. $149; cuisinart.com

The Coffee-Shop-Worthy
Auto Pot

If you’ve ever watched a good barista
brew pour-over cofee, you may
have noticed the three-phase pouring
method: a shot of water to open up
the grounds, releasing flavor; a longer
stream to initiate extraction; and one
last pour for the final wash. The OXO
9-Cup Co�ee Maker replicates those
starts and stops so you don’t have to.
It pumps water in controlled spurts
while keeping the temperature stable
at around 200 degrees. The freshness
timer is also useful: It begins
automatically at the end of each brew
cycle, so you can see at a glance if
you’re about to drink old cofee.

oxo.com$200

The Full-Service
Plunger Pot

The French press is the method of
choice for those who think cofee
is best served thick and strong.
The device hasn’t changed since the
1930s — but it just got better. The
KitchenAid Precision Press Co�ee
Maker shepherds the old plunger into
the age of better brew by wiring a
digital scale and timer directly into
the housing of a dual-wall, insulated
stainless steel plunger pot. The LCD
screen on the handle helped us dial
in bean and water measurements and
reminded us to pour the brew before
it was overextracted. (After four
minutes, it started getting bitter.)

kitchenaid.com$150

The Co�ee
Snob With
a Job

Control:

BREWER
PROFILE

BEST FOR
BIKE COMMUTES

Zojirushi
Stainless Mug
(16 ounces)
This slim mug has a cult
following, and for good
reason: The vacuum
insulation holds heat
incredibly well; the
nonstick interior resists
staining; and the
locking, leakproof lid
lets you throw the mug
in your bag with zero
spill risk. From $40;
amazon.com

BEST FOR
CAR COMMUTES

Thermos
Travel Tumbler
(16 ounces)
The tapered design
slides easily into most
cup holders, and with
a spring-operated,
push-button lid that
pops open and shut
with satisfying power,
you won’t have to
take both hands of
the steering wheel to
get a sip. From $25;
thermos.com

BEST FOR
BUS AND SUBWAY

Avex Recharge
Travel Mug
(20 ounces)
The Recharge’s
utilitarian lid locks shut
in your bag, closes
between sips with a
backside button, and
gives you a snap-down
lip cover to protect
the spout from exhaust
and grime. $30;
avexoutdoor.com

BEST FOR
CAMPING

GSI Glacier
Vacuum Bottle
(1 liter)
Fill with near-boiling
water and it will still be
hot enough to brew
cofee 24 hours later.
And we loved the
Glacier’s cap; it feels
like a real cofee mug
in your hand. $35;
gsioutdoors.com

Bring It
With You

« OR »
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Brew Away
From H e

G E A R L A B

1. Hario
V60 Scale

You can find a scale for about $20, but
this pricier Hario won us over with a
responsive LCD screen, a rechargeable
USB battery, and a brewing timer that
helped us realize we poured too slowly.
(A single cup should be done brewing
in roughly two to three minutes.)

firstcrack.com$100

Brew the Perfect Cup in Four Steps
One: Weigh the beans. Here’s why you need a scale: Plastic scoops measure
volume, which is unreliable — a light-roasted bean grown at high altitude
will be denser than a dark-roasted bean grown in the lowlands. A scale,

while geeky, is precise. Start with 25 grams of cofee to 400 grams of water. That’s
a 16-to-1 ratio. (You can adjust it later if you want a stronger or weaker brew.)
Two: Fire up the kettle. You’ll extract the best flavor from water that’s between 195
and 205 degrees. “If your water’s cooler than that, you’ll under-extract, and if it’s
hotter, you’ll over-extract,” says Jenny Bonchak, founder of Slingshot Cofee and
eastern-division champ of the U.S. Brewer’s Cup. Three: Start the grinder. Do this
as close to brewing as possible, says Bill Ristenpart, a chemical engineer and co-
founder of the Cofee Lab at the University of California-Davis. “That fresh-ground
cofee smell? That’s flavor that’s no longer trapped inside the cell walls of the bean.”
Four: Initiate the brew. Set your brewing device directly on the scale, reset the
scale to zero (hit the “Tare” button), and then pour slowly to saturate the grounds
evenly. Remember: You’re aiming to hit a specific amount of water (400 grams, per
the example above). So once you hit that number, you’re done. Drink up.

The Full
Geek

2. Stagg Pour-Over
Kettle

The lid of this stove-top kettle features
a kitchen thermometer with the brew
zone highlighted in red — just in case
you forget it. The weighted handle felt
cool and balanced in our hand, and the
gooseneck spout provided precise
pour-over control.

fellowproducts.comFrom $69

BREWER
PROFILE

Control:

3. KitchenAid
Burr Grinder

KitchenAid’s simple die-cast machine
comes with only two controls: a knob
for adjusting grind size and a switch to
set the 400-watt motor in motion,
spinning a 2.3-inch burr at a controlled
450 rpm — slow enough to avoid
heating beans and throwing of flavor.

kitchenaid.com$300

4. Bodum Double-
Wall 8-Cup Brewer

Cofee geeks worship the Chemex
brewer, but Bodum improves on that
curvaceous design with double-walled
glass and a heat-retaining mouth plug.
In our test, cofee brewed in the Bodum
was 23 degrees warmer than in the
Chemex after 15 minutes.

bodum.com$45

Better Coffee at Work
1. THE PERFECT OFFICE KETTLE
The Bonavita 1-Liter Variable
Temperature Gooseneck Kettle’s
programmable thermostat and
1,000-watt heating element bring water
to the ideal brewing temperature —
195 to 205 degrees — in just a couple of
minutes. $105; bonavitaworld.com

2. THE SIMPLIFIED HAND GRINDER
To reduce the stuttering starts and stops
of crank-arm operation, the Hario Clear
Cofee Grinder’s rubber suction-cup
base holds firmly to smooth counter-
tops, while a slide-on lid keeps beans
in place. $58; firstcrack.com

3. THE MESS-FREE DESK BREWER
Paper filters and an ingenious release
valve make the Clever Brewer the best
option for desktop brewing. Just fill
the cone with grounds and water, set
it on a mug to drain, and get back to
work. From $18; prima-cofee.com

Better Coffee
for Travel
THE PORTABLE COFFEE BAR
What appears to be a bulky thermos
is actually a manual burr grinder and
stainless steel cone filter nestled inside
an 8.5-ounce insulated mug. The
Ca�ano Klassic lets you grind your
beans anywhere and brew a cup of
pour-over without a paper filter. On a
recent overnight camping trip, we
stored a few cups’ worth of fresh-
roasted Kenyan beans inside the mug
and ground them while water was
heating on the camp stove. The resulting
cup made instant camp cofee taste like
water wrung out of a hiking sock in
comparison. $100; getca�ano.com

3
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G E A R L A B

Virtual reality is finally ready
for its breakthrough moment.
Here’s what you need to know.
By ERIC ADAMS

Are You
Ready for
VR?

OK, I’m interested, but I’m not ready to
spend a fortune. What’s the easy option?
Start with goggles that utilize your smartphone’s screen. (It slips into the unit.) Game play
will be noticeably less smooth, but you can still watch 360-degree videos and explore game
worlds by turning your head. A simple unit that works with most smartphones is the Zeiss
VR One Plus ($129; vrone.us). For Samsung users, the Samsung Gear VR ($100; samsung
.com/gearvr) adds a headset accelerometer for more refined images, and the Alcatel
Idol 4S VR ($399; alcatelonetouch.us) is a powerful smartphone that comes bundled with
goggles. While all iPhone games are hands-free (head movement guides game play),
Android users will want a Bluetooth controller like the Razer Serval ($80; razerzone.com).

Q:

A:

Who are the
big players?
The leading name is Oculus,
which Facebook bought in
2014 for $2 billion. But despite
the early buzz, the Oculus
Rift ($600; oculus.com)
didn’t even begin shipping
goggles until April. And the
unit’s signature controllers
have been delayed, too.
They’ll be sold separately and
go out this holiday season.
The Rift’s biggest direct
competitor is the HTC Vive
($800; htcvive.com), which
comes with controllers. Both
units rely on gyroscopes
and accelerometers to track
movement, and they have
similar hardware specs,
including 90Hz refresh rates
that enable smooth, lifelike
graphics. To run either, you’ll
need a dedicated gaming rig
like Dell’s Alienware Aurora
(from $800; alienware.com).

Q:

A:

I keep hearing about VR, but I don’t
really get it. Can you break it down?
Virtual reality comprises computer-
generated worlds that you view and
interact with through sensor-packed
goggles and, in some cases, dual-hand
controllers. When you look left or right,
the image pans just like in real life, and
when you hold your hands in front of
you, they appear on your screen as
virtual hands, claws, robot arms — what-
ever makes sense in your digital world.

Right now VR is in an early-growth
period, with industry analysts projecting
sales to reach $2 billion by the end of the
year. That’s big money, but still just a
drop in the $100 billion gaming bucket,
which is dominated by mobile, console,
and multilayer PC games. But VR’s
ambitions are bigger than gaming.
The tech has the potential to spawn
a new genre of interactive movies and
educational simulations: Imagine a
surgeon training on virtual patients,

or astronauts using VR to prepare for
their first moonwalk. Predictably, the
porn biz is salivating at VR’s prospects:
The site PornHub already has a channel
dedicated to VR users — though
technically, since you can’t yet interact
with the stars, this class of content falls
under the banner of 360-degree video.

One challenge VR faces now is that
the highest-quality machines are
expensive. Another is that some people
report feeling nauseous when they enter
virtual worlds, though that seems to be
less of a problem as you move to
higher-end machines with true-to-life
refresh rates. Regardless, the tech is still
new, so the decision to buy a VR unit
now is primarily a gamble on whether
worthy content will emerge. There aren’t
yet blockbuster franchises like Halo or
Call of Duty to draw you in, but the
outlook is good that there will be soon.

Q:

A:
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G E A R L A B
TECH ESSENTIALS

Why can’t
I just use
Google
Cardboard?
That’s an option. Google
Cardboard ($15; vr.google
.com/cardboard) is a cheap
and simple cardboard headset
designed for uncomplicated
viewing of VR content. But
unlike the headsets from
Zeiss and Samsung, Cardboard
doesn’t have straps, so
you need to hold it against
your face. It also lacks the
high-quality lenses that create
a clear image across your entire
field of vision. So while it’s
inexpensive, Google Cardboard
is best suited for viewing
360-degree images and short
videos, both of which are
now available on YouTube and
Facebook. For games or videos
lasting more than a few minutes
(or however long you can
hold that headset to your face),
you’ll want to upgrade.

I hear you can capture your own VR
content. How do I pull that o�?
There’s no way for consumers to create
true virtual reality, which requires
complex coding to produce interactive
digital environments. But with a
360-degree camera, you can make
something nearly as cool: photos and
videos watchable inside your headset,
with realistic head-turning visibility. A
couple of years ago, 360-degree cameras
cost $10,000 or more, but they’re
quickly becoming afordable. And they’re
no more di�cult to use than a GoPro.
Samsung’s Gear 360 ($350; samsung
.com), for instance, uses your phone
(Samsung only) to digitally stitch
together 4K images captured by two
wide-angle lenses. The camera comes
with a mini tripod that sets up quickly at

parties and concerts. Or mount it to your
ski helmet or bike handlebars for a killer
360-degree action video. A similar option
is the 360Fly 4K ($500; 360fly.com),
which uses a single lens so that images
don’t have to be stitched together. The
360Fly works with both Android and
iPhone. For travelers looking to make
epic shots on the move, the Ricoh
Theta S ($350; theta360.com) has a slim,
pocket-ready profile and can be fired
up and ready to shoot in 10 seconds.
And finally, if you’re aiming for maximum
resolution, the Panono ($1,750; panono
.com) is a softball-size sphere, packing
in 36 cameras that generate a combined
108-megapixel still image. The video is
stunning, permitting high zoomability.

Q:

Q:

A:

A:

Steam VR
Open to both Oculus and HTC users, this game
store ofers fantastic titles like Project CARS for
racing and Star Trek: Bridge Crew for space travel.

Within VR
This VR production company’s app, available in
Google Play and the iTunes store, can put you in the
front row at Saturday Night Live or a hundred feet
underwater to swim with giant sperm whales.

The New York Times VR
The Gray Lady’s app is loaded with 360-degree music
videos, footage from Pluto, and vertigo-inducing
shots of Jimmy Chin climbing the Freedom Tower.

Oculus store
VR Sports mimics Wii Sports, ofering first-person
basketball, hockey, and football. And The Climb,
a rock-climbing game set in stunning scenery, relies
on actual hand motions to get you to the top.

FLEX YOUR
GOGGLES

So you have a VR rig.
Now what? New content
is created regularly, but
for the moment, here
are our favorite sources
for games and videos.

The best way to
relive a moment:
Capture it with a

360-degree camera
and then view the
footage with a VR

headset.
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Nine Ways to Upgrade
Your Pregame

G E A R L A B

1

4

2

3

With a few key players — like a craft-brew keeper, an overachieving grill, and a parking-lot pigskin
for fifth-quarter pickup games — your next tailgate is bound to be a victory. by JESSE WILL

photograph by  SHANA NOVAK



9. Tackle the Cold
Late-season tailgates can turn frigid, and unless you
want to stand around an oil-drum fire next to some
sketchy strangers, bring the Rumpl Down Pu�y, an

ultrawarm blanket built with materials more commonly
found in high-end sleeping bags. Duck down traps heat, while
the outer shell is made from 20D ripstop nylon with a coating
that repels water (and beer spills). $199; gorumpl.com

7. Bring HD to
the Parking Lot
Even without a ticket, you can
still wow the crowd with the
Sunbrite 49-Inch Pro Series
Direct-Sun Outdoor HDTV.
Aside from putting out a
blazing image, it’s built for the
rigors of tailgating: The LED
screen’s tempered glass repels
rain, salty air, and temperature
extremes. To stream any
game, use the Dish King
Tailgater, a fuss-free satellite
antenna that finds a signal
in minutes, wherever you’re
parked. TV, $4,295;
sunbritetv.com;
Dish, $350 (receiver
and service separate);
dishformyrv.com

5. Play
Overtime
When the teams finally leave
the field, it’s time for you
to kick of the showdown that
really matters: your parking-
lot pickup game. With the
TealCo Light-Up Football,
darkness is irrelevant: The
o�cial-size, o�cial-weight
ball is lit from within by an LED
bulb that takes three wafer
batteries. The illuminated
pigskin glows so brightly you’ll
have no excuses for dropping
a catch. $30; tealco.net

8. Power Up
(Quietly)
Ever been at a tailgate where
it’s impossible to have a
conversation over the din of a
gas generator? Us, too. By
relying on lithium-ion battery
cells, the EnerPlex Generatr
1200 creates zero noise yet
carries enough power (1,000
watts per hour) to run a TV for
12 hours. It requires an outlet
charge, so leave it plugged
in overnight before the game.
$1,399; goenerplex.com

6. Throw a Block Against the Weather
The Coleman Lighted Instant Canopy might be the most
important utility player on your tailgating team. During a long
day of pregaming, it provides a 10- by 10-foot square of shady
protection from the sun or pop-up storms. At night, built-in
LED lights pour 450 lumens over the scene to ensure you won’t
make any disastrous choices — like accidentally grabbing one
of the wine coolers your friend brought. $240; coleman.com

1 I More Power,
Less Grill
Most barbecues are too big for
your trunk. Not so the 8,500 Btu
Weber Q 1200, a time-tested
cast-aluminum unit with foldaway
prep tables. Despite its compact
footprint, the Weber Q has
189 square inches of cooking
area — room for about six burgers.
A pricey but cool new option:
getting one of six big-name college
logos emblazoned on the lid
($100 extra). $199; weber.com

2 I Bring Better
Brews
If your game-day beer-drinking
habits prioritize quality over
quantity, then stop by a local
taproom and fill up the MiiR
Growler, a double-wall, vacuum-
insulated stainless steel vessel.
Can’t kill the growler’s 64 ounces
by game time? Your leftovers
will stay cold for up to 24 hours
(not that your beer should
last that long). It keeps cofee
hot, too. $55; miir.com

3 I Keep Your Cool
A leakproof zipper, a mildew-
and puncture-resistant shell,
and a layer of rubber insulation
efective enough for multiday
trips mean the Yeti Hopper
Flip 12 will perform well on the
toughest weekend in the woods.
But it’s also ideal for an epic
daylong tailgating session,
thanks to a design tailored to
stow a 12-pack of beer and
any meat headed for the grill.
$280; yeti.com

4 I Rock This Throne
There are plenty of poorly
made, nearly-impossible-
to-get-out-of camp chairs that
attempt to replicate the relaxed
posture of the La-Z-Boy in your
living room. Most fail. Avoid
the slovenly look by picking
up a few REI Kingdom chairs.
They’re firm and upright
yet extremely comfortable,
and they collapse to a flat bundle
with an easy-carry handle.
$65; rei.com
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G E A R L A B

BEST FOR LARGE HOMES

Eero
Eero’s system expands in a snap. It’s sold as
either a single stand-alone unit or a three-pack,
but you can add as many Eeros as you need to
spread WiFi throughout your castle. The price tag
may put of some, but we liked the simple setup
and easy-to-use app, as well as its discreet size.
And you can manage devices individually —
a feature that lets you disconnect a child’s iPad
at bedtime or prevent your kid from accessing
certain sites. eero.com $199 (for 1),
$499 (for 3)

BEST FOR SMART HOMES

Securifi Almond+
In addition to being a powerful dual-band WiFi
router, Almond+ controls smart-home devices like
lightbulbs and locks. Setup requires an awkward
dance between the device’s touchscreen and
an app, and the software feels dated, but once it’s
up and running, controlling smart devices is a
breeze. We used the Securifi app to turn of lights,
adjust the heat, and make sure doors were locked.
And unlike most routers we tested, this one
has a pair of USB ports for printers and storage
devices. securifi.com $199

BEST FOR WORRIED PARENTS

Luma
Luma delivers a more robust feature set than
any other device we tested. Through the app,
you can monitor your kids’ viewing habits, rate
and limit site access, or just lock them out.
It’s secure, too: If your network is hacked, the
malware-scanning feature will ping your
smartphone so you can quarantine it. The router
currently lacks the ability to measure speed or
rename the guest network, but the company
says those issues will be fixed with updates.
getluma.com $149 (for 1), $399 (for 3)

BEST FOR EASY SETUP

Google OnHub by TP-Link
Designed for uncomplicated, intuitive use, the
OnHub is a distinctly Google take on WiFi. It sets
up quickly, and by automatically switching
between internal antennae to prevent coverage
gaps, it dramatically improved our signal. The app
lets users prioritize Web devices, which fixed
Netflix stutters on our Apple TV. But the OnHub
is light on perks — it doesn’t support smart-home
devices, for instance — and the single Ethernet
port will frustrate anyone who tries to hook
up multiple devices. store.google.com $199

BEST FOR VALUE

Ubiquiti AmpliFi
Forget those old single-unit routers. AmpliFi is a great example of the
new breed of WiFi systems: Here, a sleek four-inch cube is paired with
secondary antennae that plug in to outlets to spread the network’s range

throughout the home. Use the companion app to monitor network data speed
and to figure out which devices are gobbling up the most bandwidth. In
our tests, a three-story brick house had strong coverage throughout, and we
appreciated being able to check stats on the LCD display. amplifi.com $199

For years home routers
have been frustrating and

unreliable. These fix that by
boosting signals while

adding new network controls.
by JON CHASE

Next-Level
WiFi
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To the Bridges, it amounted to a split ver-
dict. “The most politically connected men
walked, but we can carry on,” Bruce said.
Three weeks later, he reopened the mine for
tsavorite excavation. But since then, the mine
has been beset by nothing but problems. A
new lot of gangsters had set up camp at the
site in an attempt to seize the operation. In
June, Syengo was kidnapped at gunpoint and
released on the condition that he would lead
them to Bruce and Judith, who countered by
moving Syengo to a safe house. (“It was hard,”
he admitted. “But I am still pushing life.”) A
few months ago the Taita-Taveta County
Assembly, under pressure from Mwatela,
issued a report recommending that the local
government turn over the mine to Tia Akili.

How exactly the ground moved on the
family has remained difficult for the Bridges
to parse. They say it’s impossible to ignore
the degree to which the country has been
consumed by its war with Al-Shabaab, the
Somalia-based jihadist group that has claimed
responsibility for hundreds of civilian mas-
sacres throughout Kenya. The Bridges family
and employees have reserved their roughest
disdain for ethnic Somali — Shabaab-affili-
ated or not — as the true source of Kenya’s
unrest. The Somali, who are traditionally
Muslim, are indigenous to what is now Soma-
lia and Kenya. When Syengo and I were leav-
ing the tsavorite camp, our truck had passed
a group of men and women on dirt bikes
whom he recognized as Somali. He warned
our driver not to offer them a ride. As far as
he was concerned, “Somali killed Bridges.”

And while Al-Shabaab claimed no role in
Bridges’ murder, several of the attackers were
from increasingly Muslim-leaning tribes —
including Jarso Jilo Salat, the man the govern-
ment alleges delivered the fatal stab to Bridges.
(Salat has not been captured or charged.)
“From the way he carried himself,” Bruce said,
“he appeared to have received Shabaab train-
ing. He understood lateral movement, how
to fight on a 360-degree plane.”

Bruce offered this late one night in his
parents’ dining room. I brought up the
attacker who had slashed his neck during the
melee and whom he’d described fighting off,
forcing the shaft of his attacker’s spear across
the man’s chest, “crushing his rib cage.” I
asked if he was among the men on trial.

Bruce stared at me, then chuckled. “It
would be hard to bring a case against him
now,” he said.

For a moment I was confused. Was he
saying the man was dead and that he’d killed
him? Bruce nodded. “Yeah,” he said. “It was
kill or be killed.”

Bruce was comfortable with his admis-
sion — or perhaps it was a boast — and
when I inquired about evidence and culpa-
bility, he seemed to have thought it all
through. While he’d made no mention to
the authorities of any of the gang members
having died in the fight, neither did the
defendants’ attorneys.

“They didn’t even acknowledge they were

was greeted by a group of children. “When
I was following the attackers, I use these
totos — the kids — and they tell me every-
thing,” he said. “For two months I asked if
people had seen him. Finally I got a call from
a hotel in Nairobi. I arrived, and his food
was still on the table — he had just left. But
I located him in the city of Voi, not far from
the mine.” Syengo found a second defendant
praying at a mosque in the mountains.

We reached the mine camp at dusk. We
sat around a battery-powered radio at sup-
pertime and ate bland cornmeal mash called
posho and sikuma wiki (“push the week”),
a budget-minded dish of collards and leftover
vegetables. In the morning we walked through
the tsavorite tunnels, 150-meter corridors cut
into the crotches of hills. They were empty
and primitive-looking, full of bats and lined
with long plastic bags that served as ventila-
tion hoses. Nearby, in teams of two, barefoot
men in coveralls fed mounds of alluvial soil
through a sieve, then poked around for bits
of tourmaline. Full-time employees, I was
told, earn about $120 a month.

It was never far from anybody’s thoughts
that the mine was in a state of siege. There
were scarcely more miners (six) than guards
to protect them (four), including an askari
with a bow and arrow and two young officers
from the national police force, whom Syengo
was paying to moonlight for him. They took
turns keeping watch all night, trading off
their lone machine gun and exchanging a
beret and a set of fatigues.

One afternoon, as our truck passed the
shantytown of Mwatate, about 10 miles from
the mine, Syengo stuck his head out the win-
dow to stare at a ragged-looking man sitting
on a boulder. The man, upon recognizing
Syengo, looked down at his own feet until we
rumbled away. “OK, that was Sammy
Mwachala, one of the accused for taking the
life of Bridges,” Syengo said. “Right there, at
large, as God is witness.” Mwachala had been
on trial with the others and was presently out
on bail, awaiting the judgment. The following
evening, we learned, a mob had set up a block-
ade just outside the mine camp, hoping to
confront Syengo, but by then we were already
headed back to Nairobi.

B R U C E  A N D  J U D I T H  T O O K  S E PA R AT E

benches along the wall of a wood-paneled
chamber and watched Judge Maureen Odero
of the Mombasa High Court deliver her ver-
dict. It was the week before Christmas 2014.
Odero found four of the seven defendants
guilty and sentenced them to 40 years, but
when she acquitted the remaining three —
including the Tia Akili manager related to
Secretary Shaban — Bruce broke into a sweat
and Judith let out a shriek. Eyewitness
accounts that had placed him at the scene
of the stabbing were unconvincing, Judge
Odero explained.

there at my father’s murder, so why would
they?” Bruce said. As for a police report — of
a body discovered at the scene or of a missing
person — there was apparently none, but
Bruce had an explanation for that, too. “They
found hyena tracks when the police got there
an hour later, and this was a man who lived
in the bush. He probably had no address.”

I noticed that his victim’s name appeared
in early court filings, on a list of alleged par-
ticipants. I also read, in a statement Bruce
had provided to the court, a description of
their brawl that matched what he told me but
that ended abruptly, with the man lying
“motionless and bloody” on the ground, and
Bruce’s counter-violence provoking “scream-
ing” from the attackers and hastening their
retreat. It was a difficult claim to verify, but
it gave him evident comfort. A lead prosecutor
on the case identified the man by name as a
suspect who has never been located. (Syengo
confirmed Bruce’s version of events.)

“If you call my old coaches and ask, ‘Why
did Bruce fail at track and field?’ they’d say
it’s because he got too scared to run,” Bruce
said. “But as far as this is concerned, I wasn’t.
I didn’t shut down.”

Judith, who’d sat silently until now,
finally spoke up. She volunteered that if
Bruce had known what was happening,
he’d have likely taken matters into his own
hands even sooner, and just as fatally. Her
son’s actions were not merely self-defense.
“Well, you didn’t expect them to carry
through when they shouted at you,” she
said. “If you had, you probably would’ve
struck first.” It was clear she wasn’t hearing
this for the first time.

Bruce paused to think. “When people say
revenge doesn’t feel better, well, it definitely
makes you feel better,” he said. “It was pretty
bloody satisfying, actually.”

T H E  F O L LOW I N G  M O R N I N G  I  R E T U R N E D

to the house, and Bruce retrieved a few loose
tsavorites from his father’s vault, to show them
off when the light was best. The largest was
just shy of three carats, “medium-dark,” in
an emerald cut. In the glare of their backyard,
the broad planes of color were so primary
and saturated that the stones resembled some-
thing manufactured, like candy or toys. “This
is what brought my father to East Africa and
what’s kept us here,” Bruce said proudly. Yet
even he was aware that for his family to con-
tinue, the fight to remain in Kenya would
mean signing on for a life of conflict.

“What my father would have preferred for
us, and for tsavorite, is not necessarily a legacy
this country is interested in,” he added. “I
don’t want to be the one who says after three
generations in Africa, ‘OK, my family is no
longer African.’ It’s a part of you. It’s what we
do. But if I were a smart businessman, I’d
just get out. They’ll get us eventually.”

 He slipped the stones into his pocket and
walked back inside, up the stairs to the vault
off his father’s study, to restore them to their
proper place. MJ

NATIVE SON continued from page 75
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Is there a book that has continued to
inspire you over the years?
The book I’ve probably come back to the
most in my life is Faulkner’s The Sound and
the Fury. It’s an incredible mix of racism,
hatred, loss, grief, decay, and corruption.
One of the many great passages comes
when the father says to his son: “No battle
is ever won. They are not even fought.
The field only reveals to man his own folly
and despair, and victory is an illusion of
philosophers and fools.” I think that’s
quite true, and to me, it goes into the issue
of family, how even with a strong sense
of history, family can ruin each other in
a way, as families have been known to do
on more than one occasion.

Does religion play a role in your life?
I was religious when I was young, but I’ve
been an atheist for the past 45 years. Still,
I’m not someone who is going to talk trash
about religion — I see how for some people
it plays a valuable role, but it just doesn’t
interest me. If the purpose of religion is
to encourage people to think about the soul,
the relationship between the physical and
the spiritual world, then I think that’s great.
But to me, the Bible is just another ideology.

And vanity? Does that play a role?
You need a lot of vanity. I always say that
style is the only constant in life — and not
style in the sense of rich or poor, or how
you’re dressed, but how you move through
the world. In some ways it’s not possible to
separate vanity from pride. That’s why I
don’t like when people accuse someone of
having a big ego. I don’t understand it.
Does that mean that person has a healthy
ego, or that they want to be idolized too
much? We have to have an ego to attempt
to make the best of ourselves with the gifts
we were given, or to overcome the fact
that we didn’t get any.

You’ve been with the same woman for
27 years. How do you make it work?
Compromise. If you always have to be right,
your chances of making it are pretty low.

—INTERVIEW BY SEAN WOODS

more generous and less neurotic, maybe,
but it creates a lot of other problems, too.

How should a person handle failure?
I’ve had a long-standing and personable
relationship with failure. Look, you’re going
to fail, and you know it. The greatest artists,
politicians, painters, and smugglers have
all failed. Everybody fails, so you’ve got to
be self-critical and accepting of failure.

How did you learn to think that way?
I was raised to be self-critical. I was never
told that I did a good job at anything. If I
played really well in a football game, my dad
might buy doughnuts for the team. My
family owned the newspaper in a town of
only 7,000, and the chances of me making it
in the New York Times were a thousand
times better than in our own paper. But
I never took it as my parents not loving me.

What’s the best advice you ever got?
My father, who was the son of Croatian
immigrants, always used to make this
statement about the nature of life: He would
say, “Johnny, when you pull the chain, the
toilet flushes.” I took it to mean that if I kept
doing what I was doing, then the repercus-
sions were irreversible, and immediate.
My dad always made it clear that I had to
make my own life, my own choices.

You were a client of Bernie Madof’s.
What did that teach you?
That if it seems too good to be true, you
should probably leave it. But to tell you the
truth, I think it turned out to be a good
experience. Granted, I was luckier than
a lot of people who dealt with Madoff, but it
was a reminder that there are things that
are more important than money. I still don’t
think money will make someone happier —

John Malkovich
 The Deepwater Horizon star on enduring failure, losing

money to Mado�, and the importance of vanity.

John Malkovich is starring in Deepwater
Horizon, out later this month.
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WHAT DOES GENUINE ROSEWOOD HAVE

TO DO WITH A BETTER-DRIVING  SUV ? 

    DRIVING MATTERS
®

A Fujigen

Masterfield

guitar with

a genuine 

Rosewood

fretboard.

THE ALL-NEW THREE-ROW MAZDA CX-9

A turbo engine. Agile handling. Genuine Rosewood? 

Whether it’s a great-driving SUV or a great-sounding 

guitar, the joy is in the details. In the case of the

all-new Mazda CX-9 Signature, we partnered with

the meticulous craftsmen at Fujigen Guitars to

hand-select the same Rosewood for our interior trim.

The warm subtle hues and smooth grain fi nish

indulge the senses. So every drive is a better drive.

Why does paying attention to every detail matter?

Because Driving Matters. 



THE ORIGINAL LIGHT BEER

©2016 MILLER BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE, WI

av. analysis (12 fl. oz.): 96 cals, 3.2g carbs, <1g protein, 0g fat.


